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ABSTRACT

COMMUNISTS VERSUS PEASANTS:

THE OTHER ASPECT OF THE PEASANT MOVEMENT

IN HAI-LU-FENG

BY

Huang Bixin

Using materials newly available, this thesis reviews the

peasant movement taking place in Hai-Lu-feng counties in the

south-east coastal area of China during the 19205. Arguing

against opinions represented by previous scholarship, the

study finds that there was not a substantial change in the

social-economical structure in that area before the

movement. Nor was there a deterioration in relations between

the peasants and the landlords. The so-called ”peasant

movement“ was in fact an extension and continuation of a

urban elite movement in the first two decades of the

century. It was more a traditional peasant movement than a

"modern", Communist one.

From the perspective of the role of Communist ideology,

this study also finds that there was a great contradiction

between Communist ideology and the interests of the

peasants. It was this contradiction that explained the total

failure of the Communists in the area who tried to use the

conservative peasants as agents for the Communist

revolution.
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INTRODUCTION

If there is any single county in China which has a

history interesting to historians both in China and the

West, it is Haifeng. So far at least three monographs in

the West have been written on the history of the county.1

The county gains its important position in modern Chinese

history because it is the birth place of the earliest

Communist-led peasant movement and the first Communist

regime in China---the Haifeng Soviet.

Lying on the southernmost edge of Guangdong province,

approximately mid-way along the coastline linking the two

largest cities in the province in the 19203---Guangzhou and

Shantou---Haifeng was richly endowed by nature. Haifeng has

"favorable natural conditions, and has been called a land

of rice and fish".2 Compared with many other inland

counties in the province, the sea provided an extra

resource from which people could earn a livelihood. Growing

rice and yams was the primary economic activity in the

county, while salt-making and fishing also provided

important means of income for the people. Peasants at the

turn of the century at least had enough to eat in years of

normal harvest. This is clearly shown by an investigation

into the life of the Haifeng people carried out by an

intellectual in the early 1920s. (The details of the

investigation will be reviewed in Chapter 3.) Although
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statistics showing the position of Haifeng, in terms of

economic development and the living standard of the people,

in relation to the other counties of the province are not

available at this time, as a native of Haifeng I know that

historically the county was richer than most of its

neighboring counties such as Huiyang, Zijin and Wuhua. This

remained true until 1949. In my talks in the 19705 with

martial arts masters, peddlers, and artisans who had

traveled a lot before 1949, I always heard stories about

how poor pe0ple’s lives had been in those neighboring

counties.

However, although the county was economically richer

than its neighbors, it was as obscure to the world as its

neighbors at the turn of our century. It was considered by

contemporaries as an "out-of-the-way and unenlightened"

place.3 It is true that banditry, rice riots, peasant

rebellions and secret societies did appear in its history

before the 1920s. But these forms of "peasant collective

action", (as some historians like to term them) had not

made the county stand out among the nearly 100 counties of

the province, for these actions were commonly found in

every county’s local history.

There seems to have been only one thing which made

Haifeng, as well as its neighboring county Lufeng,

different from the others. This was the organization known

as the Black and Red Flags. The origins of the Flags are

still obscure to us. All we know is that every village in
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the two counties identified itself with either the Black or

the Red Flag in sectional struggles, i. e., struggles

between lineages, clans, or villages. Bloody fights between

the two Flags took place frequently in the counties’

history.4 However, it must be pointed out here that the

Flags as organizations for factional struggle were only

unique in their form, not in their involvement in factional

struggle itself. Factional struggles, as far as we know,

were common everywhere in Southern China.

This ordinary county suddenly became conspicuous to the

whole country, even to the world, in the early 19205, like

a nova appearing in the sky. Under the leadership of a

native intellectual named Peng Pai, Haifeng became the

scene where the earliest and most violent Communist peasant

movement unfolded. At the peak of the movement, the

membership of the county peasant union was as large as

100,000 people, accounting for more than two fifths of the

county’s population. Violence featuring the movement

shocked the whole country. “Thunder in the sky, Hai-Lu-feng

in the earth“ became a phrase in the city of Guangzhou

beginning in the 1920s. What happened in the county gave it

four "firsts”---Haifeng saw the first Communist peasant

union, the first Soviet regime, the first Communist-led

armed uprising and the first Communist revolutionary base

in modern Chinese history.

But the splendor disappeared as abruptly as it came.

With the collapse of the Soviet in early 1928, Haifeng
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ceased being a hot point of the Communist revolution in

China. It became a ”common" county in China as well as in

the province again. Although the Communists never ceased

their activities there, the time for mass peasant movements

had gone forever.

Why the Communist revolution could succeed has been a

heated subject of discussion among historians in the West.

Most of them note the role played by the peasants---their

support of the CCP and their involvement in the revolution.

However, scholars differ sharply from each oher on

answering further questions such as how the party gained

the support of the peasants and what the peasants’ motives

were in joining the revolution. As Yung-fa Chen sumarizes

in his book, some people emphasize the peasants’

nationalism energized by Japanese invasion in the 19303,

contending that it was the meeting of the CCP’s anti-

Japanese leadership and the peasants’ nationalism that

resulted in the CCP’s wartime growth which provided a

foundation for the military victory after 1945, while

others argue that it was the CCP leadership and its

organizational weapon that provided the key to peasant

mobilization. To Chen himself, the question of peasants’

motivation is complicated. He stresses the congruence of

many different motives and factors instead of a certain

single decisive factor in prodding peasants into the

Communist movement.

The quick rise and fall of the peasant movement in
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Haifeng provides a fine case for us to study the questions

mentioned above. What made the 19205 such a special

period for the Haifeng peasants? What was the impetus for

the massive, violent movement? Why did the impetus last

such a short time? And what was the relation between

“Communism” and the peasants? These have been some of the

main questions historians have tried to answer in studying

the history of the Communist movement in Haifeng.

For official historians in China, the answer for the

question of the origins of the movement is simple. The

movement broke out in Haifeng because first, the ”class

oppression there was extraordinarily grave, and class

struggle there was extraordinarily intense". Second, the

people in the county "had a good historical tradition of

revolution". Unfortunately there has not been a book or an

article which discusses seriously the question of the

origins of the movement. These two reasons are taken for

granted by almost all the supposedly academic works. Except

for citing the words with which Peng Pai justified the

correctness of his decision to stir up a massive "class

struggle“ in Haifeng, official scholars in China cannot

give more support to their argument. The passage of Peng

Pai’s words usually cited is from an article he completed

in 1925, composed of several statements such as “in the

last years there have suddenly appeared a group of rising

'bourgeoisie” and they "plunder brazenly!" 5

Opinion in the West is not unanimous. As summarized by
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Marks, two tendencies can be identified. One is to

emphasize the role of revolutionary elites, mainly, Peng

Pai. Roy Hofheinz is in this camp. Although he agrees that

social conditions in Haifeng, such as a disadvantaged

minority, "might be declared the decisive factor in

preparing the ground for a peasant movement", he believes

that without Peng Pai, "Haifeng would not have produced

China’s first Communist peasant movement“, and without

certain prominent local political elites’ help, Peng Pai

would have remained just another "disgruntled Chinese

student".3 This school could be labelled as the

"organizational" school or the "political" school.

Galbiati’s and Marks’ scholarship represent another

tendency. Also using Peng’s words as support , Galbiati

contends that there was a steady worsening of relations

between landlords and peasants after 1911. Tension between

the two classes intensified . The "lines of battle were

being drawn up".7 Marks draws heavily on the "moral

economy" approach. This theory was orignated for peasant

studies by James Scott, who stressed that peasants would

participate in social movements such as rebellions or

revolutions only when they found that the officials or the

landlords had failed to perform their moral

responsibilities in social-economic relations, and the

rebellions and revolutions were not for overthrowing the

long-existing social order, but for the restoration of a

former state of a moral community. This "moral economy"
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approach is not effective in interpreting a Communist

peasant revolution which aimed at establishing a new social

system. Therefore, Marks tries to blend it with his own

theory. He argues that there was a change of social and

economic structure caused by imperialist invasion in

Haifeng in the late nineteenth century, which would shape

the new form of the "collective action“ of the Haifeng

peasants. By the decade after the 1911 Revolution, "both

landlords and the peasants began to act more in terms of

class than of lineage or Flags". In the decade class

grievance had become so strong that it would “take very

little to bring to a boil".8

Although Marks charges that the Marxist approach in

China, just like the American approach, is an "elitist"

one, which sees the problem of peasant revolution from the

top down, (a wrong critique of the official approach in

China, I believe), the arguments he made in his book have

drawn him close to the Marxist approach he criticizes, that

is, to reduce everything to class struggle, and emphasize

the inevitability of the coming of the peasant movement.9

As to the cause of the failure of the movement, the

official scholarship in China always attributes it to the

disparity of strength between the peasants and their enemy,

namely the landlord class represented by the Nationalists

(the Guomindang). In the West, a consensus has not been

reached on that issue.

The above brief summary of the state of studies on the
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Haifeng peasant movement suggests that research on the

subject is far from being exhausted and satisfactory. Some

of the major arguments made by the two schOols---the

"political" school and the "moral economy" school--- seem to

be problematic. For example, a scrutiny of Marks’ book would

reveal that his assertion that at the turn of the century

the social structure in Haifeng was dramatically changed

lacks support. Moreover, the peasant movement in Haifeng

from 1923 to 1928 is treated by the previous scholarship as

a whole. It is a "Communist peasant movement", although to

some scholars like Hofheinz it was the Chinese Communist

peasant movement while to some others it was a peasant

movement. A close review of the movement would indicate

that both of the arguments have the problem of

oversimplification. The pattern of relations between the

Communists and the peasants varied with time.

Therefore, a better understanding of the movement

through a closer review of its history is necessary. Such

an attempt has been made easier to realize by the

accessibility of new materials in recent years. The

following discussion is based mainly on those new

materials, and aims to shed new light on the interpretation

of the movement, and the Communist revolution in China as a

whole.10
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1. The Movement before the Peasant Movement

By 1934, almost all the Communists who participated in

the Hai-lu-Feng Peasant movement in the 1920s had been

killed by the Guomindang (GMT) authorities in the fighting

or after they were arrested, except those who had betrayed

the movement or fled overseas. Almost all the chief leaders

of the movement were among those who were martyred,

including Peng Pai, the founding father of the movement,

the "king of the peasants", Li Laogong, the commissar of

agriculture and propaganda of the Guangdong Peasant Union,

and Chen Sunyi, the first secretary general of the Chinese

Communist Party (CCP) committee in Haifeng, and the chief

commander of the Peasant Corps. In 1987, a book entitled

‘Ihg_flaifigng_fl§ztzr§ ( $§*¥l-ii; f}! ) was compiled and

published jointly by the Communist Party Committee and the

government of Haifeng county. The book provides fifty-four

brief biographies of the most important Communist martyrs,

all of them initiators of or activists in the Haifeng

peasant movement in the 19205.

Among the 54 people, 43 were literati (see table 1)

before they became Communists, having educations ranging

from upon elementary schools to colleges. Among the 27

intellectual initiators and organizers of the Haifeng

peasant union who began their careers as social

revolutionaries before 1925, 25 were natives of Haifeng.
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The only two exceptions were Li Chuntao and Yang Sizheng,11

both of whom were classmates of Peng Pai when they were

studying at Waseda University in Japan from 1918 to 1921.

All of the 25 initiators and organizers were literati. More

Table 1 Composition of the 54 martyrs

grouping number percentage

native of Haifeng* 30 56

intellectual** 43 79

participant of 27 50

peasant movement

before 1925

Source: Wartime .

* Most of the non-natives were soldiers attached to the

troops which participated the Nanchang and Guangzhou

Insurrections in 1927, and then came to Haifeng.

** Defined as people who received education in any kind

of school before they joined the peasant movement.

Table 2 Background of the 25 native initiators of

peasant movement

birth place family background education

county seat 14 landlord 5 overseas 4

and its college

suburbs merchant 7 domestic 0

college

other market 5 professionals* 3 middle 8

towns (doctor, teacher, school

etc.) normal 4

rural areas 5 peasant 4 school

higher 7

labor worker 2 primary

unknown 1 school

unknown 4 sigh; 1

source=IhLHaiienLliaun§ (village

* Some of the merchants and school)

professionals were also landlords. unknown 1
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detailed statistics on their background is shown in table 2.

An investigation of the composition of the Executive

Committee of the Guangdong Peasant Union set up in Haifeng

in 1923 also shows that among the twelve members six were

intellectuals who occupied the key positions of the

Committee, and all of the six people were from landlord

families. Biographical information on the other six people

marked in Peng Pai’s report as "peasant" are not available,

except for the one named Yang Qishan. He was the most

prominent one among the six non-intellectuals: he was the

vice chairman of the County Peasant Union, and the financial

minister of the Provincial Peasant Union. But he could

hardly be considered a peasant, for according to his

biography, he had been living as a master of martial arts

and as "itinerant chivalrous man" (jigng_hu_xixia 51;;QB.Q

4%i) since his childhood. 12

These statistics show a strong connection between the

Communist peasant movement and the native intellectuals of

the county, and a connection between these intellectuals and

the landlord class. It also suggests a strong connection

between the new-style education and the galaxy of

intellectuals with revolutionary ideas. A short review of

the expansion of new-style education in the county at the

beginning of the twentieth century is necessary for us to

have a deeper understanding of where and how these

intellectuals were shaped, and of the “peasant movement"

itself.
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The first public school in Haifeng was established by

the county magistrate in 1839, at a site in the northern

suburbs of the county seat called the “Five Hills", where

today’s Peng Pai’s Memorial Middle School stands. It was a

school for training candidates for the imperial examination

of the Qing Dynasty.13

After the Reform of 1898 came the abolition of the

imperial examination system in the whole country. To

prepare new teachers for new-style public schools, another

county magistrate set up a normal school in the Confucian

temple of the county in 1904. Many students enrolled were

former licentiates (xiugai_1};{ ). The dean of the school,

Ye Cuan, and some of the teachers, were supporters of the

1898 Reform with anti-Qing sympathies. To show their

support for a ”national revolution", they cut off their

pigtails at the risk of being punished by the authorities

for “rebelling".14

Radical ideas of teachers like these were passed on to

some of their students. Among them the most important were

Chen Jiongming and Ma Yuhang.15 The former later became

the governor of Guangdong province under Sun Yet-sen, and a

fierce adversary of the Communist peasant movement; the

latter was appointed by the county government to the post

of principal of the First Higher Primary School of Haifeng

(§E~#>§% -E%/J\), set up in 1905.

The First Higher Primary School (FHPS) became a hot

bed for Haifeng’s new intellectuals with radical ideas.
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Although it was a "primary“ school, many of the students it

first enrolled were in their thirties or forties because

it did not have a limitation on the age of students. Under

Ma Yuhang, the school was dominated by anti-Qing

revolutionaries. In 1906, a new teacher was appointed to

the school by the county government, but his class was

boycotted by students backed by Ma, because they thought

that the new teacher was a Qing loyalist.

The role of the FHPS a5 a hot bed for radical

intellectuals was eclipsed when the Haifeng Middle School

(HMS) was set up on the site of the first public school---

the Five Hills---in 1913. Five years later, another school

called the Lu-an Normal School was set up by it and in fact

attached to it. The words “lu-an“ meant the Haifeng and

Lufeng counties.18

These two schools came into being at a time when great

changes had been made in Hai-lu-feng, as in the whole

country, although much still remained to be done. After the

1911 Revolution, the rule of the "alien" Manchus had been

overthrown, taking with it the monarchical system in China.

In this sense, what those radical teachers and students in

the FHPS advocated and struggled for before had been

realized. However, that did not mean a fading of the

momentum for the intellectuals to press for social change.

"Looking around at our country, every aspect of society is

as dark as it ever was,“ said the declaration of the

founding of a political society (the Lufeng Society For
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Promoting Social Progress, Fifi-T XI/il’f’hfiifil ) in Lufeng in

1920. "The purpose of our society is simply to renew

society and to promote cultural development.”17 0n the eve

of the tenth anniversary of the 1911 Revolution, an

intellectual lamented in Haifeng that although ten years

had passed, the goal of creating a democratic country was

still far away. Furthermore, people’s sufferings had

increased greatly. Therefore, he said, the "national day"

deserved no celebration, and “maybe we need another

national day".18

Under such conditions, the radical intellectuals re-

directed their struggle and sought for new ways to achieve

social change. In the HMS, the arrival in office of a

principal named Dai Dexun resulted in an influx of teachers

with democratic, socialist or communist ideas. Dai was a

graduate of Peking University. Among the teachers and guest

lecturers he hired or invited were several returned

students from the United States, a graduate of Lingnan

University in Guangzhou (which was run by American

Presbyterian missionaries), and several returned students

from Japan. There were also some teachers who were former

members of the Revolutionary Union of China ( Tongmenghuififl

fi’fi) headed by Sun Yet-sen. Dominated by teachers like

these, one might expect that the school would became a

vehicle for them to disseminate their political ideas. The

subject of the admission examination of the normal school

after its inauguration was "education and the salvation of
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the country".19

Many students of the school were graduates of the FHPS.

Among the 25 Haifeng natives in Table 2, 'thirteen,

including some of the most prominent people, were graduates

of the HMS; most of them were from the FHPS. Peng Pai was

one of the first students of the FHPS when he was thirteen,

and then became one of the first students of the HMS when

he was seventeen.2°

The composition of the faculty and the students

foreshadowed the role the school would play on the local

political arena. This was proved when a demonstration by

its teachers and students was staged in 1916 to mark the

first anniversary of the "Day of National Shame", the day

when President Yuan Shikai made concessions to the Japanese

government’s "Twenty-one Demands" . The demonstration was

led by a teacher called Ling Jingting, a former member of

the Revolutionary Union. Several months later, a student

protest was led by Peng Pai and his friends to protest a

decision by some gentry to set up a statue of the chief

military commander of the county. The commander, Lin

Ganchai, had executed several innocent peasants as anti-

Yuan Shikai elements and members of the Triad.21 But the

gentry headed by Chen Yuebo praised him for another reason.

In the early part of 1916, Chen’s village, Dongwu, which

belonged to the Black Flag, was in a fight with another

village called Yanggubu which belonged to the Red Flag. It

was Commander Lin who led his men to help Chen to win the
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fight.22 The statue was damaged by students at the cost of

some of the students being bitterly beaten by the followers

of the gentry. A petition was signed by all the students

and teachers of the school and sent to the provincial

government. They won the day finally. The commander was

dismissed and his statue thrown into the sea.

A short three years later, when the ripples of the May

Fourth Movement in Peking reached Haifeng in the same

month, the students of the HMS took the lead in turning

themselves out into the streets, stirring up among the

intellectuals in the county a passion of patriotism. An

ensuing campaign for boycotting Japanese products was

pressed by the students throughout the whole county. What

was more significant was that in the campaign the " Haifeng

Student Union " (HSU) was formed based in the HMS,

beginning the rapid growth of political societies in the

Hai-lu-Feng region.

The surge in forming political societies around the

19205 was an unprecedented phenomenon in the local history

of the region. Besides the Student Union, Haifeng at that

point also saw the births of the "Progress Together

Society“ (3,“; ‘4? [7E ), the “Competing Progress Society"(~%&

Q) the "New Life Society" ( 117] EM ), and the "Society for

Fostering Capable People" ( ffi )1’éfi ), and so on. In one

year after his return from studying in Japan, Peng Pai

formed or initiated at least three political societies,

open or secret. Political societies also expanded rapidly
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in Lufeng county.

Among the twenty-five initiators and organizers in

Table 2, at least seventeen were mentioned in their

biographies as initiators or participants of political

societies that grew up in Haifeng. Forming political

organizations was taken by those new intellectuals as one

of the major means of bringing about some changes in the

society. The specific aim of each organization, however,

was not always the same. The "Progress Together Society“

was formed at first for the leadership of the late 1916

student unrest mentioned above. As we have shown, the

ostensible purpose of the "Society of Promoting Social

Progress" in Lufeng county was to "promote the cultural, to

renew the society". Evidently the purpose of Peng Pai’s

"Society for Socialism Study" was to disseminate the ideas

of socialism , although what kind of “socialism “ Peng

favored was unclear.

The day-to-day affairs of most of the political

organizations were to hold discussions on social problems

and their cures, and to issue publications. Only a very

small remnant of these publications have been preserved.

But they can still provide us with a clear idea of what

kind of social changes those intellectuals in Haifeng

wanted in the early 19205.

Among the political organizations the H80, founded in

1919 was the most influential and largest, having more than

700 members. It began to issue its organ Ngu_flgitgng in
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1921. The only two issues of the magazine published still

exist today. What the contributors of the two issues

advocated may be classified as follows:

Anarchism. This was the most fashionable idea in China

at that point, as Arif Dirlik points out. It prevailed in

radical thinking during the period when Marxism was

introduced into Chinese thought, and in fact it served as

"midwife" to Marxism. One of the founders of the Chinese

Communist Party (the CCP), Li Dazhao, was first an

anarchist and then became a Marxist.23 Anarchism was most

systemically and earnestly accepted and advocated by the

contributors of the journal. Its chief advocates were Peng

Pai and Li Guozhen, who was a participant of several

political societies and later became the secretary of the

CCP Committee of Haifeng, and one of the figures in the

Haifeng_flgrtzrs.24 Another advocate was Ma Xin, who later

became an official in the GMD’s central committee in Wuhan.

In an essay entitled "Addressing my compatriots", Peng Pai

denounced law, government, state and private property as

the most evil sources of the bitterness and sufferings of

people, and called for their total destruction: “Law

deserves no existence. Government and state certainly must

be eliminated". The only means to go about this was "social

revolution“, which was also a means to realize socialism.

lie made it clear that socialism was a society without

state, government, law, and private property. Apparently

his socialism was KrOpotkin’s anarchism, though the name of
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Kropotkin did not appear in the article. It did, however,

in Li Guozhen’s article "My Outlook of Life", in which he

gave an introduction to Kropotkin’s theory of mutual aid,

and praised it as a ”very wise, very bright truth in the

twentieth century, dominating every principle of human

life". To achieve a better society, "everything that

clashes with this principle must be overthrown

thoroughly".25

Marxist-Leninism, As reflected in these essays, the new

intellectuals in Haifeng had only piecemeal knowledge of

Marxism-Leninism. The traces of this ideology we can find

are mainly in Peng Pai’s same article advocating anarchism.

He mentioned in one place the "evil of the capitalist

social system“, and he asserted elsewhere in the article

that "the recent tendency of the world is not the

antagonism between countries, but antagonism between world

proletarian and privileged class (i. e., bureaucratic-

capitalist class)", and that this would be the character of

wars in the future.

Another person who seemed to have inklings of Marxism

was Zheng Zhiyun, the chief editor of the magazine, who

later became the head of the CCP East River Special

Committee.28 In one of his essays he asserted that

Marxist socialism was a result of the study of "changes of

‘the economic history and the defects of the current social

structure“, therefore it was a theory "based on

experiments".27
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Social reform. Not everyone was so radical as to

advocate a social revolution. Many essays appealed for

social reforms such as educating women, improving the

quality and living condition of teachers, carrying out

"social movements", and so on. Among those advocates of

social reform were future CCP local leaders and peasant

movement initiators, such as Zhou Dalin, a one time party

secretary of Haifeng, Lufeng and Zijing counties,28 and

Zhong Yimou, an early organizer of the peasant movement and

the author of the book, Ihg__fla1;lu;Eggg_Eg§§§nt_nggmgnt,

published in 1957.29

Democracy and human equality. In the introduction to

the magazine itself, it was declared that the notion of

"new Haifeng" connoted a new life, that is, a free and

equal life. Mei Pu in his essay, "My Thoughts on the Double

Ten Holiday“, sadly lamented that what the 1911 Revolution

had been staged for --- democracy and freedom under a

constitution---was still far from being realized, and that

people had been fooled and cheated by those warlords and

politicians, implying that another revolution for a

democratic government was necessary.

Judging from what we have just seen, the main schools

of ideology advocated in Haifeng at that time were generally

in accordance with what was fashionable in other parts of

China, particularly in large cities like Beijing and

Shanghai. Owing to the development of new-style education,

and with the return of a big group of students from
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overseas studies and the circulation of radical magazines

and books such as Chen Duxiu’s N§g_ngth , Haifeng was no

longer an "out-of-the-way place". Entering the twentieth

century, it was intellectually integrated into the new

trend in China. A very active group of urban elites emerged

in Haifeng. Peng Pai was merely one, although the most

prominent, of the group. By forming political societies,

airing their advocacy of social changes, and launching

political parades and student unrest, these urban elites

made the market towns and particularly the county seat

places filled with political hubbub, fermenting a political

storm. They felt strongly obliged to bring change to their

society. However, they did not have a clear idea about what

the future society should be, and there was no consensus

inside the group about the aims and means of the social

change. Besides, so far they had confined their activities

to the circle of the intelligentsia, forming political

societies, issuing magazines, leading discussions and

parades and demonstrations. All of these indicated that

they looked at no people except themselves as the agents to

press for social change.

2. From Elite Movement to “Peasant Movement“:

the Mechanics of the Transmission

While there was a hubbub of intellectual agitation going

on in the towns, until the early part of 1922 the rural

areas of Haifeng were peaceful and quiet. The peasantry,
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which composed more than ninety percent of the county

population, was entirely aloof from the political agitation.

However, things changed quite abruptly. On 'New Years Day of

1923, the General Peasant Union of Haifeng (GPUH), declared

its founding. It was a huge organization with twelve

constituent branch unions covering ninety-eight villages of

the county, and with more than 2700 families and over 16,000

people as members. Considering that half a year earlier not

even a single peasant had been a member of the union, the

expansion of that organization was really a miracle.

It is logical for historians to look back at the

history of Haifeng prior to the 19205 to search for factors

which could explain the sudden emergence of such a massive

movement. In addition to the “tradition of peasant

collective actions", as we have mentioned in Chapter 1,

both the Chinese official scholars and some Western

historians contend that the class antagonism between the

peasants and the landlords in Haifeng had intensified

before the 19205. The most serious argument is made by

Marks. He argues that significant change had happened in

the social structure in Haifeng entering the twentieth

century. The class contradiction between the landlords and

the peasants in Hai-lu-Feng intensified because of foreign

capitalist economic aggression. Owing to the purchase of

large amounts of raw sugar from Guangdong by some foreign

companies, according to Marks, the peasants in Haifeng

readjusted their cropping pattern from growing rice to
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sugar cane in late nineteenth century. However, with the

prices of sugar in the world precipitously falling after

1905, the foreign refineries stopped buying sugar in

Guangdong. As a result, Guangdong peasants switched land

back to rice and other crops. In Haifeng, this “sugar

market crash" had two consequences. First, peasants now

"had to seek loans, land, and other favors once again from

the lords of Haifeng. And lords could now bargain for terms

more favorable to them from peasants who were in no

position to argue too strenuously". Therefore, land tenure

arrangements became more unfavorable to the peasants than

before. Second, using Peng Pai’s words that "over the two

decades from 1900 to 1920, peasant freeholders had declined

"in some villages by eighty percent", Marks asserts, the

tenancy rate in Haifeng had doubled in the period.30

Whether or not there was a deterioration in relations

between peasants and landlords is a key question in our

discussion of the connection between peasant traditional

peasant collective action and the new Communist component

in the 19205’ peasant movement. If such a deterioration did

happen, that may mean that the peasants had been right on

the verge of rebellion. Hence the movement in the 19205 may

be more "traditional" in nature than ”Communist“. In short,

the answer to this question is important to our

understanding of the movement.

It must be pointed out, however, that the argument that

this deterioration did happen is far from persuasive. As we
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have seen entirely in the case of the .Chinese official

scholars, and partly in the case of Marks and Galbiati, the

support for this argument is from Peng Pai’s article

published in 1925. If one reads the article, one finds that

his description of Haifeng’s situation before the peasant

movement is a mechanical copy of Marxist-Leninist doctrine

rather than a serious investigation. For example, he

asserted that after the 1911 Revolution, Haifeng saw a

sudden increase of "countless warlords, bureaucrats, new

officials, politicians, nobles, and a newly-risen landlord

class (i. 5., those half-landlords half-warlords)!" He also

asserted that "since the invasion of imperialist-

capitalism," the "peasant freeholders and the half-

freeholder-half-small-landlords“ ( E 9%}?- TL #9 THf‘R-T ’1‘”! :1) ,

who were "previously capable of being self-sufficient", now

declined and gradually “proletarianized.“31 Having no

material or statistics to support them, Peng’s assertions

are not valid to be used as self-evident conclusions.

As to Marks’ argument that there had been a dramatic

change in the tenancy system in Haifeng in the 19105, we

have to say that the support he can give to the argument is

not sufficient. No written records about the alleged shifts

of cropping pattern in Haifeng have been found in

historical archives in Haifeng or elsewhere. In an

investigation I have done among the elderly people living

in rural Haifeng, there was no respondent who had any

memory of the shifts. In short, we can not find any
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information about the shift existing in the written or oral

histories of Haifeng.32

Then where does Mark’s assertion come from? If we read

his book more carefully, we can find that the main places

he talks about in the relevant paragraphs are Guangdong

province as a whole, and the Chaoshan region, which as a

geographical conception did not include the Hai-Lu-feng

region.33 Almost all the materials cited to support the

allegation are in fact relevant to those places. The only

evidence the author can use to connect Hai-Lu-feng to the

boom of sugar cane growing is the stoppages at Haifeng’s

port city, Shanwei, by two steamship lines linking Hongkong

and Shantou run by two foreign companies which were

involved in the sugar refining industry.34 However, he

cannot provide any evidence to prove that the steamships

stopped at Shanwei for loading raw sugar. Besides, Marks’

conclusion that a significant amount of lands were leased

under a new term of tenancy is vulnerable because of the

absence of supportive statistics or any other evidence. All

these make his argument about the intensification more a

surmise than a truth.

Of course, even though we can come to the conclusion

that Mark’s evidence is faulty, it still does not mean that

we can easily rule out the possibility that there was a

deterioration in landlord-tenant relations at the turn of

the century. However, other evidence available counters the

argument that this relationship at the beginning of the
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century had been worse than before.

In 1921, Ma Huanxin, who was a very early participant

of the student movement and one of the initiators of the

peasant movement, did an investigation of the "living

conditions of Haifeng people" for the purpose of staging a

"social revolution“. The result of the investigation was

published in N§g_flai£§ng.35

Geographically and economically, Ma divided the county

into four areas---the Western, Southern, Northern and

Middle-eastern regions, characterized by four different

economic patterns---rice-yam planting, fishing-salt-making

industry, tea-charcoal industry and multiple economy. (This

division is still the case in today’s Haifeng.) Ma also

classified people living in each area into four classes:

the "rich“, the "medium", the "average" and the "vagrant“.

In the case of the first area, that is, the Western region

with a rice-yam planting economy, Ma’s definition for the

"rich people” were those who “buy a lot of lands and lease

them to the average people.‘ "Medium“ meant people who "do

not have very much land to lease", but generally had long-

and short-term hired hands. A5 to the “average“, they did

not have "even a mu of land", and had to be tenants of the

"rich". As for those who were dubbed "vagrants", they were

peasants "moving around without jobs“. Interestingly, these

four classes compare quite closely with the four classes

the CCP would later divide the Chinese rural population

into, that is, the landlord, rich peasant, tenant-poor
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peasant and the hired labor classes. The difference is that

Ma’s division blurred the distinction between landlord and

peasant, and he did not identify a middle peasant class

between the "medium" and the "average,' as the Communist

party does.

And what did Ma find about the life of the “average"

people who accounted for fifty percent of the population in

the Western region? "Although all year long the whole

family cannot have a momment of leisure, they still have

lots of rice and yams left after paying off the rent and

saving for food. They can use them to trade for other

necessities in towns. Only for those “vagrants”, according

to Ma, was surviving a problem.

Things in the Northern region, which was a coastal

area, were even better than in the Western region, for

fishing and salt-making were more lucrative than farming.

Therefore people there were generally not living close to

the edge of subsistence. This was reflected in the region’s

lower percentage of those “moving without jobs“. (See Table

3)

The Northern area, which was a mountainous region, was

the poorest area in the county, with a population mainly

living upon tea-planting and charcoal-making. This kind of

industry was inefficient, and could make only a poor profit.

The region was not self-sufficient in food. Even in the

"mormal" harvest years, some people had to sell their

cildren for food, or themselves became beggars. The relative
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poverty in the area was also reflected by the higher

percentage of “vagrants” shown in Ma’s survey.

Table 3 Demography of Haifeng in the 19205 reported by Me

Huanxin

Middle-East West South* North

(part 1)(part 2)

percentage of

population in

agriculture 90 20 5 20 40

commercial and 10 5 3 5 25

other business

fishing / 60 17 /

salt-making / 15 60 / 25

tea-growing / / / 35

charcoal-making / / / 40 15

industry / / / / 5

the "rich" 15 15 20 5 13

the “medium" 30 45 50 20 50

the "average" 50 37 28 50 30

the "vagrant" 5 3 2 25 7

Source: Ma Huanxin, "An investigation on the present-day

life of the Haifeng people“. See HMHR, vol. 1, pp 65-72.

* Ma divided the Southern region of Haifeng into two sub-

areas mainly on an ecological basis. Salt-making industry

was featured in one part, while fishing was featured the

other part.

As for the Middle-eastern region, it was located

between the mountain area in the North and the costal area

in the South. Unlike the sandy soil in the costal area,
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land in this region was generally fertile for farming.

Therefore, people in the region mainly lived by growing

rice and yams. However, owing to the geographical position

of the region, many peasants also made extra money by

conducting commercial activities. One of these activities

was to buy salt from the costal area and then carry it to

the mountain area (usually on the peasants’ shoulders) and

sell it. On the way back, people could also buy some timber

and resell it in their native area. Moreover, some peasants

went to the seashore to participate in fishing or salt-

making industries. Therefore, Ma called this region an

"area with a population composed of all professions,“ and

people there had an easier time finding jobs. As a result,

they generally had a decent life.

Therefore, the picture of peasant life in most parts of

Haifeng in the early decades depicted by Ma was a peaceful

idyll. What his investigation suggests is that in most

parts of the county the overwhelming majority of peasants

had enough food to live on, at least in normal years. Only

in the northern part of the county did a social crisis seem

apparent. However, as we shall see later, this poorest

region was not the place where the communist-led peasant

movement first broke out or was particularly active. It

was much less densely populated than the other regions in

the county, and was mainly occupied by Hakka people, who

were immigrants from the northern parts of China, who were

a minority community isolated from the native population of
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the county.36 Ironically, this poorest region was an area

where "reactionary villages", which were adversaries of the

peasant union, clustered. One question that should be

answered here is to what extent was Ma’s report valid? To

evaluate it needs comparison. Unhappily Ma did not tell

that in what way his survey was conducted, and we do not

have other investigation with which a comparison can be

made. However, we still have reason to believe that Ma’s

discovery was basically true.

First, in view of the purpose for which the

investigation was done, there was no reason for Ma to

prettify the life of the peasants. The investigation was

done as a prerequisite for "social reform". The main point

Ma tried to make was that society in Haifeng was still

“dark" and backward, therefore a social change was urgently

needed. With such a purpose, there was more possibility for

him to exaggerate the difficulty of the peasants than to

cover it up.

Second, his conclusion in the investigation is

confirmed by Communist documents. The "Public Letter to Our

Compatriots from All the Haifeng Peasants Weeping with

Grief“, issued after the peasant union was disbanded in

1923, admitted that "we peasants in Haifeng ...have enough

to eat and to wear in good years", while stressing that

they "cannot escape from suffering from hunger and cold in

bad years".37 In Peng Pai’s article, "The Haifeng Peasant

Movement," written between 1923 and 1925, the only case he
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could cite to support his assertion that the “poor peasants

had rebelled and desired to rebel " before the Communist

peasant movement was the prevalence of the Triads during the

late Qing and a 1895 rebellion led by someone called Hong

Yazhong, who was an "unemployed peasant“ and led “several

thousand people to revolt in Haifeng, looting everywhere".38

No case of peasant unrest after 1900 could Peng Pai find in

Haifeng. Moreover, there was no serious natural calamity

recorded in Haifeng’s archives from 1900 to 1922.

Therefore, we have not found any material suggesting

that around the turn of the century, there was a dramatic

change taking place in the tenant-landlord relations in

Haifeng. The Marxist or Marxism-Leninism-influenced

historian’s claims that the peasant movement began in 1922

as a result of the intensification of antagonistic class

relations between peasants and landlords is too far-

reaching. Besides, while an unprecedented intellectual

agitation for social change was seething, “peasant

collective action“ in any form was in hibernation, if.

there had been any of this kind of action in the region

before. No events such as peasant unrest, rebellion, or

rice riots, were registered in the decades before 1922.

Peasants were not, in short, on the verge of revolt. This

would be further confirmed by the unusual difficulties Peng

Pai met in his efforts to stir up a "class struggle" in the

rural areas. To those difficulties we will give detailed

discussion later.
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Then, how did the peasant movement arise in the latter

part of 1922? It has been recognized by many scholars that

Peng Pai paid a key role in it. But why did Peng Pai, a

leading spirit of the intellectual movement, turn to the

peasants? How could he stir up such a big surge in a quiet

sea? These are the two questions we must answer.

Peng Pai’s determination to “go among the peasants“

came all of a sudden in June 1922. Before that point he did

not show his concern for peasants’ problem so much in his

talk, writings and actions, except that in 1921 he once

sharply criticized the "separation of education from poor

people.“ "Today’s education has long been not an education

for the clas of poor people (35 a, Mr 3% W1)"-

laborers, peasants and poor people (Efiifi'fi , 9&7": ,. 7% K,

1agdQngzhg+__ngngigg__pinm1nl, but only for aristocrats,

bureaucrats and capitalists", he said.39 Nor was his

decision to go to the countryside made under instruction

from the CCP. He was not a member of it until 1924, and he

was very suspicious about the role of the CCP. He "believed

deeply in anarcho-Communism before," he wrote to his friend

in September 1923, "and began to believe in Marxism only

two years ago". “We must form an extremely durable

organization," he went on to say, "which must also be very

secret and very active. I do not understand the Chinese

Communist Party so much. I am afraid that it is useless."40

Besides, relying on the peasantry to press a social

revolution was not in line with the thought of Marx or
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Lenin. Then why did Peng Pai shift his interest from the

intellectuals to the peasants? Based on Peng’s own

description, both Marks and Hofheinz believe that the

inspiration came after Peng had a quarrel with his mother ,

brother and sister, who were annoyed by his article. Peng

suddenly thought that ”if peasants read this article, their

hearts must be very happy." So he went to the countryside

right after that.41 If this is true, Peng must have given

up his new efforts very soon, for as we shall see, he was

going to find that few peasants would like to listen to his

propaganda of class struggle and socialism. There must be

some deeper reasons explaining his decision to go to the

countryside.

Interestingly, it was not Peng Pai, but rather a person

named Chen Xiu who was the first in Haifeng to suggest that

intellectuals should shift their main frontier of “social

movement" work from cities to villages. Chen was one of the

leaders of the HFSU and one of the earliest supporters of

Peng Pai in his effort to mobilize the peasants. He

published an essay entitled "Social Movements and Rural

Haifeng" in fl§3_flaiigng in September 1921, observing at the

beginning that "the scope of society is so vast that its

reform cannot be fulfilled if we rely only upon a few

youths with consciousness". The correct approach was to

mobilize the populace by propaganda, he continued. The

populace could be divided into two groups---city residents

and peasants. "According to my experiences of lecturing and
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performing street operas,‘2 I find that city residents are

cunning and opinionated, and never pay much attention to

what we say. Residents in the villages have simple minds.

But their minds are more open to new ideas“. Therefore, he

concluded that if they shifted their work of propaganda

from the cities to the countryside, "the effect would be

ten times stronger". He even put forward the idea of

organizing peasants into unions, though he used other names

for them. "We must form for them self-governing societies

in villages, or study societies or clubs, using temples for

their locations and temple properties for their funds.“3

There is no available evidence showing to what extent

Peng Pai’s decision to go to the countryside was inspired

by Chen’s idea. What we do know is that Chen was one of the

few intellectuals who supported Peng’s activities in the

countryside. There is a lot of evidence to show that Peng

Pai’s decision was prompted by his disappointment in

intellectuals. In an article written in late 1923, Li

Chuntao, Peng Pai’s faithful comrade and former classmate

in Japan, had this to say:

(Peng) held that every person was

originally innocent. It is the systems which

should be blamed for sins. Therefore he not

only appealed to those who were poor to

stage social revolution, but also and

particularly to those who were educated. But

later, he absolutely despaired of

intellectuals. By that point he began to

reproach himself, and resolutely, all

alone, went among the knowledge-free and

property-free class to go about the

practical movement.H

But what caused his despair? The first thing was his
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dismissal from the post of education commissioner of the

county. In May 1921, because of his grandmother’s illness,

Peng Pai rushed back to Haifeng from Japan. In October, he

accepted an appointment by the Haifeng magistrate as county

educational commissioner. The appointment was made under

the instructions of Chen Jiongming, then the Governor of

Guangdong and the army Commander-in-chief under Sun Yat-

sen’s Guangdong Military Government. Chen was the person

who had the highest power over Haifeng’s political affairs.

As for Peng, taking that appointment from the authorities

was to bring about a change in the society through

education. In May 4, 1922, using his official power, he

summoned teachers and students from all schools in the

county to stage a parade to mark the May First

International Labor Day in the county seat. Four days

later, an article appeared in a local newspaper sponsored

by Chen Jiongming and controlled by conservative local

gentry, theanan_Dailz, sharply criticizing Peng for "airing

the fallacy of socialism in the guise of education”. On the

day after, he was dismissed. "As late as May 1922 I was

still dreaming of starting the social revolution through

education,“ Peng admitted later."45 But now, with the loss

of his post of education commissioner he had also lost the

vehicle he could use for that purpose.

As a factor causing his despair, however, this was less

important than the quarrel among intellectuals over "isms".

A gathering at the end of the May 4 parade unexpectedly
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became a verbal battle among lecturers over what they were

celebrating on that day. Some lecturers argued that they

were celebrating the day of May 4, the day Of “reScuing the

country"; some others argued that the parade was for the

Labor Day, a day of social movement. Among those leaflets

distributed in the parade, some advocated super-

nationalism, some socialism!6 In order to disseminate his

"socialism", Peng Pai organized a new political society

under the name of Red Heart Group ($ihthi‘ég.). The vehicle

for its propaganda was a periodical called the B§d_flg§;t

Hgfiklz(iihyfiifiéfl ) . However, he soon found himself being

bogged down in the mire of debate with other intellectuals.

What angered him the most was the attack from the Luau

Daily. It held that Peng Pai was not the right person to

"come out to advocate socialism" because he was rich. "Now

I am advocating with merely a pen and a mouth. But they

criticize me for ‘singing too high a tone”, and for being

‘too new’ and ’too far from our lives.’“ Peng Pai

complained in the fourth issue of the Weekly. "If I really

push the social revolution by sacrificing my family

property, they would certainly regard me as a rebel and

help the officials to arrest me!"47

Evidently Peng Pai was bored by the quarrel, which he

dismissed as “futile" later, and was disappointed by the

outcome of his efforts to spread his idea of socialism. His

family members had also shown their loathing and worry over

what he had said in the magazine. But at that point he
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still pinned his hopes for socialism on intellectuals from

rich families. ”Frankly speaking, we are now expecting

those who live in manors and eat rice to come out and

advocate socialism genuinely! For they were born to rich

families, and therefore they certainly have had more

opportunity to receive education...They should wake up more

entirely, more rapidly!"48

Unfortunately not many intellectuals would hear his cry.

As Li Chuntao observed in 1923, Peng at first not only

called poor people to stage social revolution, but also

called those people with knowledge to stage it. But later,

“his faith in the people with knowledge was totally

smashed.“ The sixth issue of the B§d_flgart_fl§eklz became

the swan song of the Red Heart Group. After that, "owing to

various reasons, comrades dispersed, bringing the magazine

an unexpected suspension. From then on, Peng Pai began to

apply himself to the peasant movement”.‘|9 The dispersal of

the Group was the last straw causing Peng Pai’s change of

mind.

Now the history of the Haifeng movement reached a

turning point. The intellectual agitation seemed have

entered a blind alley and lost its momentum. But one of

its most important leading figures---Peng Pai, was going

into another Haifeng---the rural Haifeng---to stir up

rebellion there. The continuity between these two movements

was the idea of a "social revolution held by some radical

urban elites. The discontinuity was that the agents through
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which this revolution were to be implemented were

different. Through our above discussion, we can see that

the transmission of these two movements was to a great

extent contingent on several factors. Had not Peng Pai

become totally disenchanted with intellectuals while still

keeping his zeal for a social revolution, had not he

suddenly thought that peasants might be the last potential

agent for the revolution, there might not have been a

“peasant movement" as it was in Haifeng’s history. The

history of the genesis of the “peasant movement" has

indicated, and I will further indicate later, that this

movement was one created by non-peasants---the urban

elites. More importantly, when the creator was going to the

villages, his primary purpose was not to "liberate" the

peasants. Rather, he was looking for a last candidate whom

he thought might be the agent to fulfill his goal of a

social change. This meant that there would be two

discrepancies built into the “peasant movement" itself: the

discrepancy between the ideals of the urban elites and the

reality of the peasants and rural society; and the

discrepancy between the primary goals of the leadership and

the interests of the peasants. These two discrepancies were

two key factors which would shape the movement, as we will

see in our following discussions.
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3. The Rise of the ”Peasant Movement“

Although Peng Pai had emerged from his illusion about

intellectuals, he had at the same time become caught in a

new one about the peasants. The rural area of Haifeng, he

believed when he was going to villages, was like a keg of

powder, which would explode only when ignited by someone

like him from outside peasant society. The social status of

the Haifeng peasants, he thought, had become much worse

since the 1911 Revolution for four reasons. First, there had

emerged "numberiess" new warlords, officials and

politicians. They composed a "newly-risen landlord class“

suppressing and exploiting the peasants “cruelly and

fiercely". Second, owing to the "imperialist -capitalist

invasion" Chinese handicraft industry had been "smashed

into powder”. So the prices of “ordinary goods“ were rising

daily, while prices of agricultural products "remained at

best the same." Furthermore, there were continuous wars

staged by warlords allied with imperialism. All of these

influences combined to make Haifeng’s rural areas poorer

and poorer. Third, the “new-style educational system" also

contributed to the plight of the peasants. It was even

worse than the old one. It was “a way to slaughter people

without a sword.“50

Thus Peng came to the conclusion that peasants in the

county "are thinking about insurrection, about rebellion at
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every moment“, and that " the pure proletariat in the

countryside has a deep hatred against the landlord-

capitalists. Therefore, class antagonism in the countryside

has long existed. What is needed is some one to awake it

and incite it".51 Obviously his observation was basically a

mechanical copy of Marxist-Leninist doctrines.52 However,

it was this conviction with which he went to the Village to

kick off his new project.

The place this inciter chose to stir up the class

struggle was a village in Chishan yge ( 23’ ). (During the

early Qing, Haifeng county was divided into four

administrative divisions called an, each of which was

composed of ten yge.) Chishan yug was in the eastern

suburbs of the county seat, belonging to what Ma Huanxin

termed Middle-eastern ecological area. Chishan 23g was a

typical agricultural area in this part of the county, with

a rice-yam-growing economy. Since it was located in the

suburbs, peasants there had a closer link with the county

seat than those who lived in most other parts of the

county. Lands rented by the peasants in Chishan were mostly

owned by landlords living in the town. The 23; was one of

the major sources of vegetables the townspeople needed

daily, while the human wastes of the town were one of the

major sources of fertilizer for the peasants. In addition,

the town was the main marketplace for the Chishan people.

No previous work has asked why Peng Pai chose Chishan

to kick off his new campaign. The living condition of the
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peasants there around the 1920s was not the best compared

with the other parts of the county, but neither it was the

worst, according to memories of my elderly family members

whose ages range from seventy to ninety today. Generally

speaking, it was somewhere in the middle. Peng Pai himself

never explicitly said why he picked this zge, but the

reason seems simple: Chishan was the nearest rural area to

his home. It took only ten minutes on foot to reach the

nearest village in the zug from Peng"s home. He might have

chosen the place mainly for convenience, although the fact

that his family had some tenants in the _yue might also be

one of the factors. Economic and political situation was

not something he took into account first, since he believed

that the whole county was like a powder keg.

However, Peng quickly found that his conviction that

the peasants would be "very happy in their hearts“ to hear

his voice was wrong. The way in which he got his campaign

started was to go to the villages to talk the peasants. But

he found that it was very hard to find a peasant who would

like to converse with him. Having tried in vain for several

days, he finally got a villager who seemed not to shun

talking with him. Peng seized the opportunity to enlighten

him with class struggle theory, trying to convince him that

he had been exploited by landlords. But the peasant laughed

at what he said and turned away.53

Peng decided to change his tactics. Now he tried to

lecture to peasants at an intersection where hundreds of
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peasants,most of them from the Chishan 13;, would pass by

on their way to the county seat every day. The intersection

was about five minute’s walk from Peng’s home. The main

feature of the intersection was a huge banyan tree beneath

which the passing peasants liked to sit down and relax a

little bit. Peng seized the opportunity to lecture them,

telling them “the cause of their bitterness, and the way

out, indicating the proofs of how landlords suppress

peasants and the need of their solidarity“. The result

after more than two weeks’ effort was that he got some six

followers, while many of the peasants began to regard him

as a madman and tried to shun him.

Peng lost no time in organizing the six people into an

organization which he later called the "Six Persons’ Peasant

Union" (7’1/\ {(41% ).

Interestingly, although he openly called on the peasants to

unite, the first peasant organization he set up took a form

very close to the one characteristic of the Chinese

traditional secret societies. The name of the organization

was in fact called "Poor People’s Party" (a guib). A solemn

vow was taken by all the members at the ceremony of the

founding of the Party. The gist of the oath was "obey the

order“ and "maintain secrecy". As a member, one must be

obedient even if he was ordered to “catch the tongue of a

tiger or to roll on a bush of thorn". All knowledge of the

organization including the founding of the Party must be

kept from the members’ parents, wives, and brothers.54
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The form of the first peasant union could be seen as an

indication that at that moment Peng was still doing things

in the the same style in which he had led 'the intellectual

movement---by recruiting some people to form a esoteric

group to press his goal of the "social revolution".

With an organization as his aid, Peng Pai now changed

his tactics for the second time. He went to villages again,

but this time in the evening and with the help of the six

followers. He invited villagers to come and listen to his

talk in the village. And he found the crowds coming to

listen to him were getting larger and larger. However, it

was questionable whether those people, the majority of them

women and children, had come to the gathering for his

lecture, or for the magic he performed each time before the

lectures and the phonograph he brought with him, which in

the eyes of peasants was also magic. The main story he told

the crowds was still how landlords "oppress" peasants. More

than one month later, despite Peng’s desperate work, and

the fact that the crowds gathered in his lecture sometimes

were as big as two hundred people, Peng Pai was still

lamanting that "to ask the peasants to join the union is

more difficult than to do anything else".55 Even some of

the six earliest members became dispirited because their

families got angry seeing them "strolling around" with Peng

every day and doing no work in the field.

But the difficulty did not mean that the peasants did

not like the idea of mutual help. What they were reluctant
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to do was to join an organization whose benefit to them was

not clear. Besides, they were prudent, as Hofheinz tries to

prove in his book.58 Seeing their names were written down

by Peng when they agreed to join the peasant union, the

peasants were ”scared and ran away". Peng responded to this

by promising that he would no longer write down the name of

the new members. By so doing, after more than one month,

Peng had a peasant union with thirty-odd members. Since the

peasants would like to join the union only orally, Peng Pai

had to abandon his original idea to organize them into a

tight, formative organization like the "Poor People’s

Party“. Before long, another obstacle for peasants’

joining---the uncertainty over the advantages of joining---

was broken by an accident.

In August, a six-year old daughter-in-law died from an

accident in a village in Chishan zug named Yunlu. As

usually happened after this kind of incident, a dispute

quickly developed between the girl’s matrimonial family and

her natal family. The girl’s natal family, who lived in

another Ins, gathered some thirty people (probably mostly

relatives) to go to Yunlu village to seek revenge on the

presumption that the girl had been mistreated to death by

her matrimonial family. A civil dispute like this could

result in different outcomes, ranging from a peaceful

settlement through outside mediation to large-scale bloody

fighting involving different Flags or whole clans or

lineages.
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This time, however, the dispute had a unique role to

play in the history of the county. The father-in-law of the

dead girl happened to be a member of the peasant union.

Peng decided to seize the opportunity to advertise the role

of the union. He summoned the other thirty or so union

members to meet the coming mob of the girl’s birth family

in Yunlu village. And he achieved his goal: the mob of

outsiders who had come to demand a life for a life backed

down and went back to where they had come from without

causing any further trouble. “We took it as material for

propaganda, telling people that if we do not unify

ourselves we are powerless and will surely be buried by

others. If you want to be powerful, please join the peasant

union now.“57

This incident has been commonly mentioned in previous

scholarship both in China and in the West. The Chinese

official scholars try to make people think that what

deterred the outsiders was that they saw the peasant union

was so strong that the people in Yunlu could ignore the

authority of the head of the zne who came to mediate. Marks

correctly points out that it was by writing down the names

of the outsiders and by threatening that they might go to

jail if they would not quickly disperse, that Peng won his

day.58 What needs to be noted here is that such a bluff

could only be made by a person like Peng Pai who had a

appearance as a gentleman and the capability of writing.

Peng Pai acted as an official before those simple-headed
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peasants, to whom he appeared to be an unfathomable

stranger. But the means Peng used to deter the mobs was not

important for the villagers of Yunlu. What they had seen

was that Peng was a great man who could easily help them to

win a victory in a lineage dispute. And they must have also

realized that if this powerful man was on "their side" when

they had trouble with other people, the result would be

good.

After the incident more and more peasants joined the

union. If we can say that ”the cult of Peng Pai“, as some

historians have termed it, was one of the key factors in

mobilizing the Hai-lu-Feng peasants, and that the cult

began with this event, then we must also realize that Peng

Pai’s cult was built first by making use of lineage

struggle and by borrowing the peasants’ fear of the

authorities. More importantly, the incident meant that Peng

had deviated from his original line, that is, to mobilize

the peasants to stage "class struggle". The first struggle

he led the peasants to stage was a lineage struggle instead

of a class one. The weapon he used for his first victory was

not any new idea he learned from anarchism or Marxism, but

the traditional mentality of the peasants---the fear of the

authorities, not the spirit of rebellion.

Evidently the experience of the incident had provided

inspiration to Peng Pai. Seeing the membership increased

very rapidly after the event, he must have felt that real

benefits, instead of empty preaching about class struggle,
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were much more effective in making the peasants move. His

new conception was indicated by a re-orientation of his

effort. Actions instead of words became the major means in

Peng’s struggle to organize the peasants. After the event,

Peng applied himself to pressing for several things.

The first was to draw up a regulation prohibiting

member peasants from contending with each other for

tenancy. The regulation stipulated that without sanction

from the peasant union, no member peasant could rent a

piece of land previously rented by another member peasant.

If a member’s tenancy was lost to a non-member contender,

the union would "admonish “ the non—member peasant to

return the tenancy to the former owner. Obviously the

regulation was made mainly to protect the interests of

member peasants against non-member peasants.59

The second was to defy attempts by "local tyrants in

the city“ to collect fees. Usually a peasant’s boat

anchored at the docks in the county seat to load fertilizer

would pay a fee of twenty fen. We do not know for sure at

this moment .who were the people who collected the fee and

were condemned by Peng as "local tyrants". The countermove

decided by Peng was to collect a "road fee“ ($%~§£_) from

any “city local tyrant" ( fifi:7fi 1;’§§\ ) who passed through

rural area, and from boats owned by citizens of the town

when the boats had to anchor in the countryside. Peng

himself said that by so doing the collection of "dock fees“

came to an end.
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The third was to arrange mediation for peasant union

members involved in disputes, so that peasants’ families

would not collapse. A decree was issued by the union

demanding that in any case when a dispute happened among

members, the parties should resort to the union’ for

mediation. If any member involved first consulted the

gentry or the authorities on the case, he or she would be

dismissed from the union. Furthermore, "regardless how

justified the dismissed member might be in the dispute, the

union would support his rival thoroughly." In case of

member peasant versus non-member peasant, or member peasant

versus landlord, the involved member should report the case

to the union first. Otherwise no help from the union would

be given to the member.

The fourth step was to form a funeral society. But the

society was suspended one week after its founding, because

six funerals occurred for which its members were supposed

to share the expense. Six in a week was far more than Peng

had expected, and it was surely too many for its one

hundred and fifty members to afford.

The fifth step was to set up a peasant clinic in the

county seat. In fact there were only two medical personnel

in the clinic---a Western style doctor, and his wife who

acted as a midwife. All of the union members could see the

doctor without charge and pay only half of the price for

the medicine picked up in the clinic. The same policy was

applied to women members when they asked the doctor’s wife
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for help in their deliveries. This clinic was very

attractive to the peasants. It was said that even some non-

member peasants came to see the doctor with a borrowed I.D

card of the peasant union.80

Of the five things the union had done, only the first

could be said to have overtones of class struggle---without

competition for tenancy among the peasants, it became

relatively difficult for landlords to raise rent. The

second item benefited peasants more in a context of rural-

urban confrontation than in class struggle. The last three

items were in the nature of mutual aid. In attracting the

peasants to join the union by declaring that no support

from the union would be given to a member peasant who did

not report his dispute with a landlord to the union first,

Peng had gone quite far in compromising his political

principle of class struggle to achieve a short-run success.

By so doing the membership increased rapidly. Peng Pai

decided in October 1922 to upgrade the Six Person Peasant

Union to the Chishan lug Peasant Union, and then on January

1, 1923 to the General Peasant Union of Haifeng (GPUH). The

GPUH’s ten-thousand-odd members accounted for more than

one fourth of the county’s population. This remarkable

success marking the first surge of the peasant movement in

Haifeng was brought about by Peng’s shrewd adaptation to

the reality of the society and the peasants. The vitality

of a massive, overt peasant union rested first on two

things: the willingness of the peasants to join it and the
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unwillingness of the ruling social forces---the

authorities, landlords, traditional ideologies and systems,

etc---to suppress it. By running the union as a moderate

mutual aid instrument, Peng Pai successfully achieved both

conditions. Since so far the union appeared to be a tool

for "horizontal struggles" --- struggles between peasants,

clans, lineages, and between countryside and market towns--

-challenging seriously no aspect of the established social

system, no reaction from the landlord class had been

registered, and the county magistrate decided neither to

support nor to suppress it.81

Evidently, Peng Pai decided to hold the line after the

founding of the GPUH, at least for a while. The office of

the GPUH was composed of nine departments. They were: the

Secretary, Agriculture, Propaganda, Arbitration, Finance,

Public Relations, Education, Public Health, and General

Affairs Departments. However, only the work of four of the

departments was praised in Peng’s report published in 1925.

It is worthy to take note of what the GPUH did after its

establishment.

The business of the Propaganda Department was sending

persons to lecture the peasants in the countryside, using

as opportunities the traditional ritual activities when

large groups of peasants gathered, such as performances of

dramas or ceremonies to "welcome the gods".62

The achievement of the Education Department was

something of which Peng felt very proud. Under the slogan
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of “peasant education", the department set up more than ten

"peasant schools" in the countryside. (Probably one in each

village.) The funds for these schools were raised in this

way: each school rented a large quantity of land from

landlords. Then in their spare time, the parents of the

school pupils, and sometimes the pupils themselves, would

farm the land with seeds and fertilizers provided by the

union. The yields from the land were to go to school

teachers as salary, after paying rents to the landlords.

Only primary arithmetic and Chinese were in the curriculum.

All together about five hundred children of union members

were enrolled.33

Supposedly the task of the Agriculture Department was

to improve farming technology. But no one in the office

was an expert in that. Besides, Peng thought that under the

tenant-landlord system peasants had no enthusiasm for

raising the yield of their land. Therefore, he decided that

the business of the department at the moment was to

persuade the member peasants to plant pine trees on hills

around their home villages. The purpose of doing that was

to "nurture the idea of commonalty". ( $5131: 131,193,190. When

the trees grew up, they would be the "public property of

the whole peasantry in the county“. There is no available

material indicating to what extent this project was carried

out.

The Arbitration Department might have been the busiest

department. The role of the department was "to act as a
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peace maker", Peng declared, ”but in so doing we can

condemn the evil of the existing private ownership“.

According to statistics made by the department, the

different categories of cases handled by it were as shown

in Table 4.84

Table 4 Category of cases handled by the Arbitration

Department

Category Percentage

Matrimonial 30

debt 20

tenant-landlord relations 15

property rights 15

murder 1

superstition 10

violation of union regulations 1

others 8

Material about totally how many cases the department

handled is not available. Nor is it known how those cases

were handled. Judging from Peng’s statement that it acted

as a peace-maker, we can surmise that the department served

as a mediator rather than a court. What deserves our

attention more is the relatively low percentage of cases of

tenant-landlord disputes. It suggests again that class

contradiction was not a prominent issue in Haifeng at that

moment .
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Obviously, all of these major undertakings of the GPUH

were merely a development, in terms of scale, of the four

major actions its predecessor---the Chishan Yue Peasant

Union--- had taken. In fact, some of the functions of the

GPUH served to stabilize the established social order

instead of to upset it. For example, if the Arbitration

Department did work effectively, it could pacify minor

civil disputes before they developed into large-scale

social conflicts. In fact, to safeguard the established

social order was even an avowed goal of the union in its

propaganda. The GPUH’s "Declaration Concerning the Current

Political Situation“ issued in January 1923 stated that "we

are not hostile toward any party, any government. But as to

those who disturb the peace and disrupt the order of our

countryside, we peasants...will rather defend ourselves

against them legitimately than wait for their unjustifiable

harm!“55

This moderate profile of the union was kept by Peng

Pai for two or three months immediately before he upgraded

the Chishan Peasant Union to the GPUH. It continued to be

tolerated by the local authorities and the landlord class.

No action against the union was taken or even seriously

planned by them, although some landlords became alert and

watchful after March 3, 1923, when Peng organized a massive

gathering attended by six thousand union members, and some

lecturers, among them Peng Pai, at the gathering asserted

that the purpose of the meeting was to show the strength of
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the peasants to the "exploiters", to prepare the peasants

to “kill enemies".88

What should be discussed here are the characteristics

of the peasant movement in Haifeng so far. The movement

from 1922 to 1928 has been viewed as a whole by the

previous scholarship both in China and in the West. It has

been labeled as a "revolution“ or a “’Communist peasant

movement." However, judging from the activities of the

union so far, the movement could hardly have been regarded

as a "Communist" or a "revolutionary“ one. Basically the

union was an organization for mutual aid. In this sense it

was more of the nature of anarchism than Communism. Its

role was to dispel social conflicts instead of to stir them

up. It was a reformist movement instead of a revolutionary

one. Even the intellectual leaders of the union denied its

radical characteristics. In 1924, Li Laogong, who became a

aide of Peng Pai in organizing the peasant after 1923,

refuted someone’s allegation that Peng and his peasant

union was "Bolshevik". The only evidence those people could

give to support the allegation, Li said, was one of the

union slogans, that was, ”preventing landlords from raising

the rent and canceling tenancy." This could not be viewed

as something "Bolshevik", Li argued, because this was a

passive means the union had to take to "protect the peace

and development of agriculture.,“ Even the capitalist

government of Hong Kong always needed to enact policies to

“protect the peace and development of commerce.“ 8?
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This is the answer to the question we asked in Chapter

2, that is, why Peng Pai could fan up a massive peasant

movement while the peasants in Haifeng were not on the

verge of rebellion. Now we know the peasants joined the

union not for a life-and-death class struggle, nor for a

rebellion against the landlords and the officials. They

joined it for mutual aid they needed in their struggles

against other peasant individuals, households, clans and

lineages, against townspeople, and against disasters the

natural environment could bring to them, such as disease

and death. In these matters the traditional institutions of

the rural society failed to provide aid, or provided

insufficiently. For example, neither the official bureaus

nor the Flags or the Triads (which had existed in Haifeng

since 1858, see editor’s note on p 128, HMHR.) had provided

the peasants with means to educate their children, medical

treatment they could afford, and “free" arbitration of

their disputes. (A lineage organization might arbitrate

disputes between its own members, but it was not helpful to

settle disputes between members and non-members.) The

peasant union filled needs that the authorities and the

traditional forms of "peasant collective action" did not.

However, the non-revolutionary character of the union

did not mean that its organizers---the radical intellectual

elites--‘had abandoned their original aims in mobilizing

the peasants. The radical speech at the gathering was only

one of several revelations of Peng’s real purpose behind
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organizing the peasants. He once told one of his friends in

February 1923 that what the GPUH was doing was to “train

peasants for economic struggle and to prepare them for

seizing political power".38

Emphasizing strategy and tactics in political struggle

was one of the most important contributors to the CCP’s

triumph in 1949. As some students of modern China note,

although Peng was not a member of the Party until 1924, this

feature of the Chinese Communists was evident in Peng’s

behavior. To prepare the peasants to be agents of a social

revolution, while avoiding stirring up reaction from the

authorities and landlords, Peng worked out two programs for

the GPUH. One was for the "insiders“, that is, for the

peasants; the other one was for the ”outsiders“---those

potential enemies of the union. The first item of the former

one was "rent-reduction". The rest of the items were all

concerned with abolition of exorbitant levies from landlords

and policemen. Most of these levies had existed since times

immemorial, such as providing meals for landlords who came

to villages to collect their rents. The program for

outsiders included three items: to improve agriculture; to

increase peasants’ knowledge; and to engage in

philanthropy.88 Needless to say, so far Peng had been

mainly carrying out the "program for outsiders."

Sophistication in political struggle was shown by the

existence of these dual programs. But the programs also

indicated the discrepancy between Peng Pai’s aim of social
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revolution and the benefits of the peasants. In a society

in which tenant-landlord relations was the basic economic

system, rent-reduction was the most effective and feasible

means to improve the peasants’ lives, if the possibility of

destroying the entire system was not on the horizon for the

time being. Peng clearly knew this, which was why he put

rent-reduction as the first item of the program to mobilize

the peasants. But at the same time, he was not yet willing

to go about it, because for him rent-reduction was a means

instead of an aim of his social revolution, and the use of

a means must be timely. “As for rent-reduction, it is not

possible to do it at present. We plan to go about it after

training (the peasants) for five years", Peng wrote to Li

Chuntao. But why did it need as long as five years to train

the peasants? Because the reduction Peng wanted was

unusual. He made it clear to Li in the letter that rent-

reduction “would be of no significance, if we press it in a

bad harvest year". But again, why? Peng further explained,

”because [we] are afraid that they might forget the meaning

of rent reduction and our aim." Then what was the meaning

of the rent-reduction? And what was "our aim"? Li explained

for Peng in an article later in this way:

To my understanding, rent-reduction is the

starting point of class struggle in the

countryside. It is true that rent-reduction

in a bad harvest year can save (the

peasants) from dying. But sometimes the

tenants may lose their class consciousness

because of the landlord’s grace, for which

the peasants feel grateful. Therefore, rent-

reduction in a bad year is of little use. On
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the contrary, a rent-reduction in a good

harvest year is an expression of the right

that a laborer should get all he has

created. So it is useful. As to our aim,

certainly it is to overthrow the current

capitalist organization (sic) and to

establish future socialist organization. The

only means to achieve that aim is social

revolution. The agent to carry out this

revolution is the peasant class. The most

important thing to do about this peasant

class before it finishes its mission of

social revolution is to sharpen its class

consciousness, to discipline its vanguard,

and to inspire its fighting

spirit...Therefore...a rent-reduction in a

bad year is of no use.70

Peng and Li’s words showed clearly the continuity of

the two movements in Haifeng: the intellectual movement and

the “peasant movement". They were led by the same group of

radical urban elites with a constant general goal---to

overthrow the existing social system. Their idea about

rent-reduction also shows that to those elites who were

moving the peasants, the interest of the peasants was

subordinate to the aim they were pursuing. In his struggle

to organize the peasants into a force he could use for his

social revolution, Peng was clever in adapting to the

reality of the peasants by changing his tactics from using

an empty theory of class struggle to giving the peasants

some small favors. On the other side, however, unlike those

radicals among the earlier intellectuals who had committed

themselves to the aspiration for a better China, the

peasants involved themselves in the peasant movement merely

for real social and economical benefits. So far Peng Pai

had been successful. However, this success had been
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achieved by Peng’s reconciliation of political goals with

peasants’ interests. Underneath the success still lurked

the discrepancy between the his political goal and the

interests of the peasants. How far his reconciliation could

go was a question Peng Pai would soon find had to be

answered.

4. The Coming of the First Setback

As we have seen above, Peng Pai was confident that he could

tightly control the movement, ot in other words control the

movement, or in other words control the peasants he had

mobilized. This confidence was shown by his plan to avoid

starting class struggle in five years.

However, his confidence was soon to be proved to be

another fantasy. Just one week after the formation of the

GPUF, an event almost brought the peasant union into a

direct confrontation with the landlord class.

The event began as a dispute between a landlord named

Zhu Mo living in the county seat and his six tenants who

lived in Gongping, another market town about ten miles away

from the county seat. Zhu requested a rent increase. The

six tenants refused because the fields were rented under

contract as W (i 31 E? ). Under the contract, the

landlord could not take back the field or increase the rent

unless the tenant delayed paying rent without a valid
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excuse. The six tenants happened to be members of the

peasant union. Their reporting the dispute to the GPUF

resulted in a decision that they could unilaterally cancel

their tenancy. This was done by the six peasants. But Zhu

brought a lawsuit against them, charging that the area of

the fields returned was smaller than it should be. In the

first trial at the court of the county, Zhu was accused by

the judge (who was a friend of Peng Pai) of having

inadequate proof. That meant Zhu would very possibly lose

the suit. This galvanized the whole circle of landlords in

the town. "We landlords have never lost a lawsuit to a

peasant so far. If this time we do, it must be the peasant

union that does the mischief". The landlords thought in

that way, according to Peng’s description. Interestingly,

as a counter action, the landlords decided to establish an

organization as a counterpart of the peasant union. "Since

the peasants have their union, we must have ours“, said one

of the most prominent landlords in the town, Wang Zhuoxin,

who would soon be appointed to the post of county

magistrate.71 The union of landlords, under the name of the

" Agriculture Protection Society" ( *ELJMJ%:.¥§ 4E ), was

immediately formed at a meeting by landlords held at the

request of Zhu. By threatening the judge and organizing

some sixty landlords to attend the next trial as auditors,

they finally forced him to yield and put the six peasants

in custody.

Peng Pai simply could not afford a defeat in the first
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confrontation between the two unions. He realized that if

the six tenants lost the lawsuit, it would be a “failure of

the more than one hundred thousand member peasants“. To

reverse the situation he mobilized about six thousand

peasants at the county seat to "petition the court for

releasing the detainee”. A small fact indicated that now

Peng had a better understanding of the peasants’

characteristic: to attract as many peasants as possible to

join the “petition“, he ordered a free meal for every

participant to be provided by the GPUF.

When the “petition“ occurred in mid-March, it turned out

to be almost a rebellion. The peasants marched to the house

of the court, then forced a way into it in defiance of

police efforts to prevent them. Facing a mob as big as six

thousand strong, the judge felt helpless and made a

reconciliation by releasing the six peasants immediately.

The six peasants were welcomed by the mob as heroes. Again,

similar to what had happened at Yunlu village, many

peasants attributed the victory to Peng Pai’s talent. Their

"cult of Peng Pai" was once again strengthened by the fact

they had seen. Also once again, Peng seized the victory to

advertize the "strength of the peasant union".'?2

For the peasant union, the action of the "petition" was

a-llig step leading to a direct confrontation against the

laxuilord class. It could possibly become a “starting point"

Of <3lass struggle“, which Peng and his colleagues had long

desired but had temporarily tried to avoid. But something
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should be noted here. First, although the peasants’ action

could be considered to some extent violent, the dispute

between the two “unions" was basically peaceful and was

kept within the scope of "lawful struggle". Second,

although six thousand peasants and many landlords were

involved in the event, it was after all a matter directly

concerning individual landlords and peasants. These

provided room for Peng Pai as well as the old gentry to

step back again when the excitement cooled down. In a talk

with someone named Chen, who was sent by the Agriculture

Protection Society to the office of the GPUF to seek an

opportunity for reconciliation, Peng Pai had this to say:

(The Peasant Union) is working for the interests

of peasants presently. But in the final analysis it is

for the purses of landlords. Why? First of all, if

peasants starve to death, or are suppressed to death

by landlords, gentry and the authorities, then it

would be very difficult for landlords to collect their

rents, or even worse, there would be no rent to be

collected at all. In the meantime, it would cause a

social famine. In that case, landlords must starve to

death too. Second, if peasants can have a happy life,

they will not become thieves. Then the society could

be peaceful, and landlords could have their sound

sleep. Third, if peasants’ lives are improved,

naturally they can have some money to improve lands,

increase fertilizer. Thus landlords’ lands will become

more fertile and collecting rent will become easier.

Fourth, if peasants gain some more benefits, they

would work for landlords happily, and would not be

against any landlord. Look! Peasant union will benefit

landlords so much! But landlords do not know about

that! And they are always against it. They are really

pitiable and hateful!73

Apparently what Peng was doing here was to disguise before

the face of landlords the real purpose of the peasant union.

The interests of landlords and a peaceful society based on
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the harmony of the interests of peasantry and landlords were

not what he was struggling for. And the picture he had

painted here was mythical: in fact there was no record in

Chinese history of a famine so large that landlords could

not find someone else to till the land. His words only

showed his willingness to continue to hold the line---not to

enrage the whole landlord class and stir up a full-fledged

class struggle until the time was ripe. He got what he

wanted, at least for a while. After the event, great

restraint was shown by the landlords. No further action

against the peasant union was taken. The union “enjoyed a

period of calm and tranquility", according to Peng himself.

The agriculture Protection Society disbanded itself shortly

after the six detainee were released, while the huge,

unprecedented peasant union continued to swell. This did not

mean that the landlords believed that the aim of the peasant

union as Peng described it to them was genuine. Rather, this

was because they had not seen any action by the union which

really threatened the interests of the landlords as a class.

In June, Peng reformed the Huizhou Peasant Union into the

Peasant Union of Guangdong Province. Its headquarters was

still in Haifeng, with Peng Pai as the chairman of its

standing committee.

Nevertheless, the tranquility did not last long.

Peng Pai’s strategy was suddenly interrupted by something

he did not expect---natural disaster. Two violent typhoons

visited Haifeng in late July and early August of 1923,
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respectively. What made these two typhoons more devastating

was the timing: July and August were the season when paddy

was being reaped. If reaping paddy was destroyed by the

strong winds and floods which characterized typhoons,

there could be no redemption. According to an investigation

done by the provincial peasant union, in disaster areas,

"ninety percent of the crops were lost“ after the two

typhoons.74

Traditionally in Haifeng, in a bad harvest year like

this, a tenant would ask his landlord to inspect the

harvest. Usually a rate of rent-reduction would be settled

on after the inspection. In case an agreement could not be

reached by the two sides, according to the "old customs“,

the tenant had the right to divide the yield of the rented

field equally between the two sides.75

But that was what would have been done when there was no

peasant union. This time, since the peasant union had

claimed to the peasants that rent-reduction was its first

priority, the peasants naturally turned to the union for

help in their request for that purpose. Daily the figure of

peasants asking to join the union doubled after the two

typhoons. There were some villages whose inhabitants had

been contemptuous to the union, and none of them had joined

the union. But now many of these villagers offered humble

apology to the union and asked for admission. It seemed that

the two typhoons provided the peasant union a "natural"

chance to develop again.
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According to Peng’s own description, all of the twelve

members of the Executive Committee of the Peasant Union of

Guangdong Province thought that a rent-reduction should be

pressed.76 But they were divided into three factions over

the question of how it should be pressed. The first faction

wanted an "unregulated reduction". That is, the Union need

not draw up a unified rate for the reduction. Peasants

could settle it with their landlords from case to case. In

other words, things could go on in a traditional way. This

idea was rejected by many other committee members because

it could not "stir up a raging tide of class struggle among

the peasants, thereby a chance to raise their class

consciousness will be lost". The second faction advocated a

total exemption from rent. They clearly foresaw a failure

of such a drive. But, "even if the struggle fails, it does

not matter. For after the defeat, the peasants would have a

firm belief in the Union." "They can be convinced that the

Peasant Union was the sole organization which struggles for

peasants’ interests." Besides, “since the peasants have

had the union, they have become complacent and arrogant. If

the struggle for rent exemption fails, but then we boost

the Union again, that will bring about remarkable progress,

while the peasants can be taught a good lesson. Therefore

the failure will not be a failure. It will be a means to

promote a success".77

The third faction thought that "free reduction“ was a

compromise with the landlords, while the idea of
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"exemption" was too radical to be accomplished. So, the

best way was to set a reduction rate for all the peasants.

Peasants should not pay more than thirty percent of their

rent to landlords, they advocated. The demand of “thirty

percent at most", they contended, "is not so radical that

peasants will consider it wishful thinking“. But was such

a demand feasible? It seemed that no one asked that

question. As a final solution to the debate, the options

were put to a vote by a congress of peasant representatives

coming from all over the county, and the option of “thirty

percent at most" was adopted.78

Peng Pai did not mention which members of the Executive

Committee advocated what course. Nor did he indicate his

own Opinion. However, we have reasons to believe that the

idea of "thirty percent at most" was put forward by or

favored by Peng Pai. Because, as we have seen before, a

"cult of Peng Pai“, although not deliberately built by Peng

Pai himself, had been set up among the peasants.There was

little possibility that the meeting of peasant

representatives would pass a resolution against Peng’s

will. Peng’s own description also provided a clue

suggesting this interpretation: the voting was held

immediately after they listened to Peng’s "report" on the

disaster situation and the debate among the members of the

Executive Committee. His “report" made the peasants who

attended the meeting as auditors so excited that they

roared to support the idea of an exemption from rent. But
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their chanting was "stopped“ by Peng. So far Peng’s stance

on that issue had been clearly shown.

Yet the most important evidence indicating that the

demand of “thirty percent at most" was Peng’s idea was

provided by his estimation of the situation. In a letter to

Li Chuntao at the end of July 1923, Peng admitted that he

formerly thought only a rent reduction pressed in a good

harvest year would be "useful." However, "the disasters of

wind and flood have suddenly brought a very good situation

to the class struggle in the countryside, the class

antagonism has been intensified, the cause of revolution

has stepped forward, although the disasters grieved me very

much.” Besides, “I have worked out with assurance the means

to deal with the landlords." The only thing he was worried

about at that moment was the scarcity of ”comrades“

(meaning intellectuals who could help him to lead the

peasants). Without enough staff in the leadership, the

movement would be "too peaceful,“ Peng worried.79

The opinion expressed by Peng conformed to the idea of

the "third faction" in the Executive Committee. This

faction argued that although according to the "previous

plan,‘ a demand for rent reduction should not be raised

until three years later, now the “situation has changed.”80

Therefore the typhoons had changed Peng’s strategic

plan which had decided not to press a rent reduction and

start the class struggle until five years later. The time

had become ripe for a new bid, for the second step of his
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social revolution, he believed. To start a full-fledged

class struggle, pressing a rent reduction in the

traditional way was not an effective means, of course. A

too radical course like a total exemption of rent would not

work either, for the peasants would consider it as wishful

thinking and be reluctant to follow. A demand for "thirty

percent reduction" would meet both of the requirements.

That is: it was radical enough to stir up a class

confrontation, while it sounded reasonable enough to raise

support from the peasants.

Peng Pai also had a very optimistic estimation of the

strength of the peasant union in comparison to its

potential enemies. Through the mouth of the "second

section” in the debate, he said that "landlords have no

armed forces, they cannot resist the peasants’ pressure for

rent reduction. Besides, except for a few policemen, there

is no garrison in the county which landlords can use. The

policemen are usually afraid of the peasant union like rats

facing a cat. It was also believed that it was impossible

for the county magistrate to "incur a bad reputation by

suppressing peasants in a bad harvest year.“ The worst

outcome could only be a lawsuit by the peasants and the

landlords in the court house." And the court "has only

eight policemen.”81

Unfortunately, Peng and his aides in the Executive

Committee had made two major miscalculations here: they

underestimated the sternness and power of reaction by the
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landlord class when it felt that the peasant union was a

threat to its basic interests; and they also underestimated

the fragility of the peasant union and the difficulty in

reviving the "peasant" movement once it was smashed.

The decision of "thirty percent at most" alienated

students first. They "usually praised the peasant union. But

now they have changed their tones, complaining about the

peasant union . Some of them even serve as spies for

landlords". Some members of the standing committee also

openly opposed the resolution and betrayed the union. For

example, Ma Huanxin, the one who had done the investigation

of the lives of the Haifeng people, now the education

commissar of the provincial Peasant Union, refused to go to

the office and wrote to the county magistrate to criticize

the decision of the peasant union. Peng had to dismiss him

from the union.82 Of course, the strongest and most powerful

objection was from the landlords and the county authorities.

Petty landlords agreed to the resolution of the Union. But

larger landlords firmly refused to come to terms. Their

strategy was aggressive rather than defensive: they wanted

the elimination of the peasant union.

The county government also decided to exert its power to

stop Peng and the peasants from going further along the way

of zhagian (ifigfil). It found an excuse when some official

rent collectors were beaten by some peasants who rented

public fields. Three peasants involved were detained by the

government. Peng Pai decided to stage a mass demonstration
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in the county seat to force the release of the peasants: the

same tactic he had applied successfully in the event of the

"six tenants". But his experience was misleading this time:

although the authorities failed to stop the demonstration

from happening, (twenty-thousand-odd peasants participated

in it, according to Peng’s own account), the same night

several hundred policemen and militia surrounded and stormed

the headquarters of the Peasant Union of Guangdong,

arresting twenty-five its leaders and staff. On the next day

the magistrate of the county declared that the peasant union

was disbanded and that Peng Pai was on the wanted list. Peng

and about ten other union leaders fled and hid themselves in

a Taoist temple located on a mountain about ten miles from

the county seat.83 The General Peasant Union of Lufeng was

also disbanded by the authorities several days later.

Thus the demand of "thirty percent at most" vanished

like a soap bubble. Some peasants in the Gongping district

tried to insist on the demand in early September. But what

they got was a bloody suppression by the official of the

district.

Before the moment when the headquarters of the Union

was stormed, Peng and other leaders of the Union "had no

preparation for fighting". They had no idea at all that

they were "in any danger". About six months before the

debacle, Peng summarized several "advantages" of peasant

movement which a "labor movement in city cannot have.“

Among those "advantages“ was that peasants had the "spirit
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of loyalty to brotherhood", and they were “loyal to their

class whole-heartedly ". Besides, since lands were not

movable like machines in factories, it would be ”extremely

easy for peasants to seize lands in the future." Based on

his conceptions about lands and peasants, he predicted that

if necessary, peasants could stage economic sanctions"

against the county seat. And by so doing, within three

days, "the peasants will win their victory".M

All of these advantages were proved to be fantasies

overnight. The provincial union, although it claimed to

have more than one hundred thousand members, proved to be

no match for several hundred armed soldiers and policemen.

The dream that the movement could be revived if the push

for rent-reduction would fail was shattered, too. Peng and

his followers hiding in the mountain simply did not know

what was to be done next. In a fit of passion Peng

proposed to gather a crowd of peasants and stage a

counterattack. It was his brother Peng Hanyuan who

persuaded him not to do that. Finally they came up with the

idea that they might gain sympathy and support from Chen

Jiongming, then dominating the East River with his warlord

forces.

Thus in the following six months Peng applied himself

to win over the support of Chen. Seeing Peng Pai as a

capable man with remarkable political and organizational

talents, and considering that organized peasants might be

something he could use as a force for his political
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ambition, Chen once agreed that peasant union in his home

county should be restored when he went back to Haifeng for

his brother’s funeral in January 1924. Peng Pai decided to

declare the restoration of the GPUH by holding a mass

gathering in the county seat on the 17th of March, 1924.

But Chen did not like the idea of making a fuss over the

restoration. Old gentry, landlords and officials of the

county also exerted pressure on Chen, and finally persuaded

him to withdraw his support of Peng’s request for restoring

the union. On the let of March, Chen at last instructed the

magistrate of the county to outlaw the peasant union again.

The fortune of the “peasant“ movement was thus dictated by

the political elites of the county. Peng Pai could not see

any means to revive the movement once Chen Jiongming gave

his final words. He left Haifeng for Hong Kong on the 26th.

From then on until March of the next year, the once

tumultuous "peasant" movement in Hai-Lu-feng died out almost

completely. The typhoons blew away peasants’ crops. The

radical program of “thirty percent at most" blew away the

achievement for which Peng Pai had struggled for more than

one year---the organization of the peasant union.

It was not easy for the revolutionary elites to see the

main cause of their setback. On the eve of the crackdown,

Peng Pai felt that what he needed the most at that moment

was ”comrades". “I dream almost every night of meeting

comrades. But where are they? If I am going to take a wrong

direction, or bungle the Opportunity for people’s
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liberation, it must be attributed to the shortage of

comrades“. Li Chuntao concluded in early 1924 that “for a

peasant movement, success or its lack depends entirely on

whether or not the peasants have had their class

consciousness“. But his other conclusion seemed relatively

more relevant to the real cause of the failure. "The more

peaceful the movement is, the greater pressure we suffered,

culminating in the disbanding [of the Union] and the arrest

[of our men] on August 16", He said.85 This was true. The

major reason for the failure lay in the discrepancy between

those revolutionary elites’ goals’ and the means they

adopted: to stage a social revolution with a legal struggle.

This seemed to have dawned on Peng Pai. "Peasants need

arms". This was the most significant lesson he drew from the

defeat in 1923. "To be violent” thereafter became his new

doctrine, which was going to play an important role when its

time came.

5. The Rollbacks

A new chance for Peng Pai to pursue his "social

revolution" finally came in January 1924, when the First

National Congress of the Nationalist Party (the GMD) was

held in Guangzhou, marking the founding of the first CCP-

GMD Revolutionary United Front. Hai-Lu-feng and the whole

East River region became a bone of contention between the

Guangdong Revolutionary Government headed by Sun Yat-sen
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and his former general Chen Jiongming, now Sun’s chief

enemy in the province. The First Congress of the GMD

adopted a policy of protecting “worker and peasant

movements". In early April, Tan Pingshan, who was both a

member of the CCP central committee and an official of the

Guangdong Revolutionary Government, sent his agent to Hong

Kong to invite Peng Pai to join the government. Peng

accepted the invitation and was appointed to the post of

"Secretary of the Peasant Department " of the GMD central

committee shortly after he arrived at Guangzhou. Now it is

believed by Chinese historians that he joined the CCP

around this point but not earlier, as has‘ been believed

before. 85 He was virtually in charge of the Department,

for its minister was a figurehead. Now, the former outlawed

"king of the peasants“ had the authorized political power

to carry out his disrupted program.

However, this did not mean that he had a completely

free hand to pursue his goals. First of all, his power

could not reach areas under control of someone other than

the Guangdong government. He could not revive the ”peasant"

movement in his hometown until March 1925, when the

territory was captured by Sun’s forces from the hands of

Chen Jiongming. Second, and more important, his authority

was borrowed from the Nationalist government. To keep this

authority with him meant the peasant work“ had to be

subjected to the program of the National Revolution led by

the Nationalists. Inside the United Front, the Communists
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and the Nationalists were sharing the same bed but dreaming

different things. The ultimate goal of the Communists was

to establish a new economic-political system with the means

of class struggle. But the revolution which the

Nationalists wanted, as L. Eastman points out, was not a

revolution of one economic class against another, nor a

revolution of one ideology against another. The Nationalist

Revolution was directed against warlordism and imperialism,

aiming at a creation of a new and effective political

system. That was, in other words, to restore political

unity, economic plenty, national pride and security to the

Chinese people.87 Evidently, this was not the revolution

Peng Pai had been pursuing.

The different political program of the two parties was

reflected by their different policies toward peasants. At

a regular meeting of the GMD Central Executive Committee

held some day in August 1924, a Nationalist leader

complained that peasants involved in their unions had

directed their spearhead at the government by refusing to

pay rent for the land belonging to the government. Peng

Pai, who attended the meeting as a substitute for the

minister of Peasants, argued that the peasants were forced

to do so because farming is a losing proposition. Sun Yat-

sen replied that if that was the case, why did’nt the

peasants quit farming?88

The dichotomy of revolutionary aims of the two parties

posed a new problem for Peng Pai to deal with. What we see
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is that he shrewdly adopted a two-handed policy. On one

hand, he buried his original desire of staging a “class

struggle“ in rural areas once again, and reconciled his

radical idea with the GMD’s political program. In March

1925, the Revolutionary Government in Guangzhou launched

the First Eastern Expedition against Chen Jiongming’s

forces in the East River region, which meant the vast area

of the southeast part of Guangdong province. This operation

put Hai-Lu-feng under the control of the government. Peng

went back to his home county and re-established the peasant

union at each level.

In July 1925, the First Peasant Congress of Haifeng was

held. In the "Declaration of the Peasant Association of

Haifeng“ (a new name for the former GPUH) , and the

"Resolution of July the Seventh"---the two documents passed

by the congress, “anti-imperialism" and “anti-warlordism“

became the chief goals of the Haifeng peasants in their

“movement", replacing the ”rent-reduction" in his 1923

"internal program“ of the peasant union. Although “landlord“

was still listed in the documents as the enemy of the

peasants, the term was now ranged below “imperialism,

warlord", and "corrupt officials“. Besides, only "big

landlords" should be fought against. "We peasants must see

clearly that our enemies are imperialists, warlords,

capitalists and big landlords", the documents said. "What is

happening today? Japanese, British and American imperialists

are slaughtering our compatriots in Shanghai, Hankou and
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Guangzhou... How can we keep our mind on our farming?"89

Of course, having experienced mobilizing the peasants

for some years, Peng knew clearly that those empty notions

such as "imperialism“ could not raise peasants’ interests

in participating in a movement. Something more must be

done. Therefore, "rent-reduction“ as a slogan was put

forward again. But this time, it was pressed in a moderate

way compared with 1923. In spite of the fact that the

situation was much more favorable than last time, (For

example, the county magistrate was Peng Hanyuan, Peng Pai’s

brother and supporter. And most important, Peng now was

acting with official power.) the reduction rate set by the

Association for the peasants was forty percent in Haifeng

and thirty percent in Lufeng ( compared with “at least“

seventy percent formerly). The demand was intended to be

met with consultation instead of force. This was indicated

by a passage from the "Declaration about Rent-reduction by

the Lufeng Peasant Association":

The lives of the peasants are so disturbed. Peasants

are the foundation of revolution. The disturbance of

their life is harming seriously this revolutionary

foundation, and constantly threatening social

security. In the meantime, the interests of landlords

would suffer a lot too... To demand a rent-reduction

(of thirty percent )...is a decision absolutely

necessary to lighten peasants’ burden. As to the

landlords, they will gain a lot in so doing though in

form they would lose something. The reason is evident:

if the peasants are forced by the hardness of life to

make reckless moves, the countryside would decline,

and landlords would suffer a lot more. Therefore,

rent-reductions are to be carried out for the

interests of landlords too. Our dear landlords, we beg

for your understanding.90

At the Second Congress of Haifeng Peasants held in
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August 1926, a speech given by a leader of the Haifeng

Peasant Association expressed the some idea. The interests

of the peasants and the landlords were compatible instead of

mutually exclusive. Rent-reduction would serve landlords in

the long run. One can easily see the similarity between the

argument and Peng Pai’s talk to Chen Xiaolun in 1923. The

similarity indicated the retreat of Peng’s line from a

radical one back to the moderate one. In July 1923, a

“declaration" about rent-reduction was also issued. It

asserted that “the lands owned by landlords have not been

bought by them with money. Instead, they were snatched from

us by their ancestors". Not a word about the landlord’s

interests was mentioned.91

The retreat from radical policy, however, was only one

side of Peng Pai’s strategy in conducting the "peasant

movement". He had never forgotten his original aim of

changing the social system fundamentally with "class

struggle" as the means. For this purpose, he seized any

opportunity to indoctrinate the peasants with the idea that

land belonged to peasants but not landlords.92

Another major step in preparing the peasants for a

radical revolution was to expand the organization of

peasant associations. By mid-1925, the effort of organizing

peasants reached its peak in the whole process of the

"peasant movement" in Haifeng: the membership of the county

peasant association expanded to 190,000---70,000 more than

the amount in 1923.93
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Yet the most significant step taken by Peng was the

establishment of armed forces controlled directly by the

Communists, an idea he came up with after the fiasco in the

fall of 1923. "Peasants must be armed. And the essential

question of the peasant association is that peasants must

have arms", Peng asserted on many occasions.94 The

Peasants’ Self-defense Army (PSA) was first organized in

Guangzhou under the instruction of the Revolutionary

Government for the purpose of supporting the Eastern

Expedition Force, which was about to move into the East

River region controlled by warlord Chen Jiongming. Soldiers

of the PSA were recruited from Haifeng peasants who had

abandoned farming and come to the city to seek better luck.

Peng took over the force after it arrived at Haifeng, and

turned it into a standing army with three hundred soldiers

in uniform. Besides this, Peng organized by the end of 1927

about thirty thousand peasants in villages into a non-

standing armed force equipped with jianghugn (spear),a

“conventional" weapon in struggles between the Flags.

Although it was strictly controlled by the CCP branch in

Haifeng, to avoid objections from the Nationalists and the

landlord class, Peng declared that the purpose of the

standing army was mainly to "suppress anti-revolutionaries“,

namely, the “remnants of Chen Jiongming“. On public

occasions Peng also required the army to protect the

interests of landlords as well as peasants. Peng praised

the army as a model army in the country, observing that
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"now, the landlords, merchants, gentry and students can live

and work in peace and contentment...this is because of our

protection---the Peasant Army“.95

Thus by borrowing the military triumph of the

Nationalist Revolutionary Government, and by suppressing

his desire of going about a radical Communist revolution,

Peng Pai brought the Haifeng "peasant movement“ to a new

plateau by 1926. However, the dichotomy of revolutionary

aims of the two parties would make the final breakdown of

the United Front inevitable. With the development of the

National Revolution, ruptures between the two parties also

mounted. Cases of the " Party Army" (a popular name for the

Nationalist army) suppressing the peasant associations“

were reported to Peng frequently, and complaints and

protests from Peng Pai were sent to, and always ignored by,

the Revolutionary Government in Guangzhou. Sensing that

their ally in the United Front would probably became their

foe, the Communists stepped up the buildup of their own

strength. In an instruction given by the Central Committee

of the Communist Youth League (an auxiliary organization of

the CCP) to its branch in Haifeng in 1926, the Communists

in Haifeng were told that although the revolution was

developing rapidly in the county, the “proletariat" should

build up its own strength, so that it would not "be fooled

by the bourgeoisie after the success of the revolution".

Feeling that a showdown between the two parties was

imminent by the end of 1926, the Communists in Haifeng set
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out to expand the Communist Party dramatically. Quantity

was put before quality in absorbing new party members.

Sometimes peasant representatives attending a meeting were

asked to join the Party collectively. By so doing by March

1927 the membership of the CCP in Hai-Lu-feng jumped from

seven hundred at the end of 1926 to forty thousand . The

PSA was also expanded.98

"True gold fears no fire”, Wu Zhenming, a Communist

intellectual in charge of the PSA, encouraged his soldiers

in 1925 to "sacrifice, struggle, and shed blood". "Only in

this way, does the revolution have a hope of success“.97

Now the real fire was approaching. The Communists would

have to find out if their "gold" could stand it or not.

6. The Hai-Lu-feng Soviet: Its Shadow and Its Entity

The days of fire finally set in on 12 April, 1927, when

Jiang' Jieshi, the Commander-in-chief of the Northern

Expeditionary Army, launched an anti-Communist coup in

Shanghai, marking the debacle of the First KMT-CCP United

Front in Chinese history. A campaign of “party purge“ (figfia

ginggang) was staged by Jiang in many parts of the

country. Li Jishen, a native warlord of Guangxi province

who by now controlled Guangdong, followed Jiang’s order of

liquidation and began to slaughter the Communists in the

cities of Guangzhou and Shantou on the 15th.
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But Haifeng was quiet for the time being, for Jiang

and Li’s purge gave priority to the large cities. When news

about the purge reached Haifeng, the branch of the CCP,

with the absence of Peng Pai who was in Wuhan at that

moment, decided to "save the Party (GMD)" and form a

"people’s government" by staging an armed insurrection.

This decision was realized in Hai-Lu-feng . Two "armed

insurrections” were staged on May 1 and in the middle of

August by the Communists with their PSA. In both cases most

of the towns in the two counties were occupied. But the

insurrections were staged when the GMD army pulled out for

warlord wars. As soon as the GMD troops came back, the

Communists had to abandon the towns and'fled to mountain

areas.

At the end of October, with the support of remnant

troop which participated in the failed Nanchang Mutiny in

Jiangxi province in August 1, 1927, and which had arrived

at Haifeng in September, the Communists in Hai-Lu-feng

launched their third struggle to seize political power in

the two counties. Haifeng’s county seat was occupied on the

first of November, and Lufeng’s on the fifth, thus opening

the most brilliant chapter in the history of the Communist

"peasant movement" in Hai-Lu-feng.

On 18 November, the Haifeng Congress of Workers,

Peasants and Soldiers (the HCWPS) was inaugurated in the

county seat and declared the founding of the Haifeng Soviet

Government. Its counterpart had already been founded in
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Lufeng five days earlier. After the Congress, under the

instruction of the CCP provincial committee, Soviet

governments were established at each township (xiang, j; )

and district (qu,'E§ ) of the two counties. Thus, the so

called "first Soviet political power" was founded in Hai-

Lu-feng.

Many resolutions were passed by the HCWPS. They show a

thorough break from the political program of the GMD, and

from the past moderate line Peng had been trying to keep.

Among those resolutions adopted were ones about killing

reactionaries, confiscating lands, improving the life of

workers and soldiers, and banning the export of rice to

other countries, etc. The first resolution which was really

carried out was “killing the reactionaries". Peng Pai

believed that to strengthen the Communist regime the most

important thing to do was to kill all the "reactionary

elements". At the closing meeting of the HCWPS, he asserted

that the political power in Haifeng was not seized by

"staging land revolution, killing local tyrants and evil

gentry, landlords and anti-revolutionary troops". Instead,

it was gained because the enemy army had evacuated by

itself. Such a regime was not stable. "I expect it could

fail once again," he told the peasants. " But there was a

solution. That was to make up the killing. He required

people attending the meeting to "go all out to kill all the

reactionaries, until no one of them is left“. He estimated

that at least there were forty thousand reactionaries
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existing in the villages of the county, and they ought to

be killed. Therefore, he asked all those attending the

meeting that when they went back to where they had come

from after the meeting, “each person must kill at least ten

reactionaries. And then each person must lead peasants and

workers to kill ten more reactionaries. That is to say,

each of you is in charge of killing twenty people. Three

hundred representatives must kill six thousand people. That

would still be far from enough“. So, what they must do was

"kill, kill, and kill! Kill people until the harbors of

Shanwei and Magong become red...“98

The other resolution carried out was the confiscation

and re-distribution of land. By February 1928, it was said,

eighty percent of land in Haifeng and forty percent in

Lufeng was confiscated and re-distributed. Not only lands

of landlords, but also those belonging to land-holding

peasants were confiscated.99

Other major undertakings by the Haifeng Soviet

government were expanding Communist-led armed forces and

the Party. A new force called the Fifth Regiment was formed

with soldiers exclusively recruited from native peasants,

and was attached to the remnant troops of the Nanchang

Mutiny, which was now reorganized by the Communists into

the Second division of the Worker-Peasant Revolutionary

Army of China (WPRA), with the informal name of "red army“.

Red Guards (ghiuei_dui.iilifi&) were also established at the

levels of county, district and village. By February 1928,
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the membership of the CCP in Haifeng had swelled to

eighteen thousand.

In addition, spreading armed insurrection to

neighboring counties was plotted. Many "mass gatherings"

were held in the county seats. Participants of such

gatherings sometimes reached one hundred thousand. Hai-Lu-

feng was viewed by the Central Committee of the CCP as a

model of land revolution. In a resolution made on 3

January, 1928, the Central Committee praised the "Communist

land revolution" in Hai-Lu-feng by saying that it "started

with the largest scale. In terms of land revolution, its

depth is unprecedented. It is a very organized, very active

force. In the history of the Chinese revolution, it is the

first time that hundreds of thousands of peasants have

realized the slogan of land revolution with their own

hands. It is the first time that a worker-peasant-soldier

political power, which acts on its own will completely, has

been formed."100

Looking at the surface, it seemed that the Communists

in Hai-Lu-feng were also indulging in a mood of joy brought

about by their achievements. “This new revolutionary

political power is expanding from the East River area to

the whole of Guangdong province, and then to the whole of

China!" a Communist elite predicted in an article written

in early 1928.101 Peng Pai himself seemed to be more

optimistic. “From now on“, he told his audiences at the

HCWPS in November 1927, ”as long as we can slaughter
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ruthlessly all the local tyrants and evil gentry, landlords

and capitalists, kill every reactionary element, burn all

the land deeds, by next year we will be able to

redistribute land. By the year after next we will be

farming with big machines bought from foreign countries. A

year later, we can have electric lights, tap water,

amusement parks, schools, libraries in each village..."1°2

However, all of the successes and achievement were

superficial.. Behind the facade and joy of victory were a

serious crisis and deep fears. First of all, the successes

of the three armed insurrections had been won by chance.

Generally speaking, the Nationalist troops had an

overwhelming military superiority. However, owing to the

frequent outbreak of warlord wars, the Nationalist regular

army stationed in Hai-Lu-feng had to pull out from time to

time. All of the three Communist armed insurrections were

staged after the withdrawals of the Nationalist army. The

Communists, both those in the counties and those in the

provincial committee, saw this clearly. "You must realize,

that your occupation of Haifeng was not won by peasant

insurrection. You won because of the enemy’s

withdrawal...", the provincial committee wrote to its

comrades in Hai-Lu-feng shortly after the third

insurrection.1°3

Furthermore, the easy collapse of the governments

established after the first two insurrections had proved

that if the Nationalist army decided to fight back, the
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Communists were hopeless to resist. In short, the Soviet

was fragile when compared with Nationalist military

strength. Since the Communists had created the government

and made a fuss over it, to keep it alive became the first

concern of its creator.

Naturally the Communists thought that they had hundreds

of thousands of peasants upon whom they could rely. If the

peasants could give their allegiance to the Soviet and

would, as the Communists hoped, "pledge to fight to the

death in defending it", then the Soviet might be able to

survive. For this reason, mobilizing the peasants

continued to be the main task for Peng Pai and his

colleagues. However, as the “peasant movement" in Hai-Lu-

feng transcended its stage of "legal struggle“ and rushed

into a violent revolution, the old subject of mobilizing

the peasants became a new problem for Peng to cope with.

For the first time, the Communists found that there were

some disadvantages in using the peasants as the agents of a

revolution.

First of all, they found that the peasant army “could

only march but not retreat". That is to say, the peasants

could keep their morale only in triumph and could not bear

even a slight setback. "Once an insurrection starts it must

keep going, victory must come every day. Only in this way

can the courage of the masses be kept.“ "A piece of

slightly discouraging news would make them disheartened at

once", and would make it very difficult to ask a peasant
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for help, even if the one asked was a “comrade“ (that is, a

member of the CCP). If the enemy comes to a village to

liquidate the Communists, and it happens to be the case

that there is an organ of the party in the village, then

not a single native liaison man ( jjao togmagn fiffi/(fi

) can be seen when the situation turns bad." "Peasants’

aversion to discipline is one-hundred-times were serious

than workers in cities."104

Peasants’ localism became evident too. They were

"generally reluctant to leave their home villages". "In

many cases, if a peasant hears that his home village was

visited by the enemy, he will leave everything behind him

and go home to take care of his property and wife and

children, even he is involved in fighting at the front when

the news comes".105

These discoveries were good enough to break down Peng

Pai and his colleagues’ illusions about the peasants. As we

have seen, Peng and other revolutionary intellectuals once

thought that the peasants were loyal to their brotherhood

and would be "loyal to their class whole-heartedly". Now

they realized that the "revolutionary characteristics of

the peasants" were highly conditional and limited. However,

the revolution had to be carried out by someone. The problem

was how to keep the enthusiasm and morale of the peasants

from dropping. Based on their lessons, the Communists came

up with the conclusion that "to be adventurous is wiser than

to be prudent. The danger of being prudent is more serious
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than that of being adventurous...To stage an adventurous

attack against the enemy with the ardent revolutionary zeal

and courage of the masses, this is what a revolution is all

about.“108

Another way to maintain the zeal of the peasants was to

connive at their "demands", or rather, to unleash their

lust,including their impulses to murder licentiously, and to

burn down houses and villages of those whom they hated.

The experiences in the past struggles have

convinced the Party and the masses that

toward anti-revolutionaries [ we] should

rather be excessively cruel than to be

lenient. So we allow the masses to kill

people on their own. Slaughter is the most

important work in an insurrection... Some

reactionary villages are burned to the

ground entirely, for this is the demand of

the people. Whenever the anti-

revolutionary villages or houses are set on

fire, the peasants are especially

enthusiastic. Thousands of people would go

to participate, vying with each other... Is

that wrong? No. We think this is

advantageous to us.107

Another Communist document made it even clearer: "We not

only use the slogan of ’land belongs to peasants’...but also

allow the masses to snatch properties of landlords and rich

gentry , and to burn and kill people at will, so as to make

them happier.“1°8

To burn down houses and kill people were convenient

ways to create hatred between peasants and those people who

the Communists thought must be the foes of the peasants. And

creating hatred for the peasants was actually not a new

idea. Even as early as 1923, a Communist document of which

Peng Pai was one of the drafters instructed its comrades to
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lead the peasant union to "provoke the landlords," because

"without pressure from an external enemy, a peasant

organization tends to become loose. So, to create an enemy

for the peasant union is really a good means to promote a

development of the peasant movement.“109

Thus 1927 saw the beginning of something the Communists

in China later would call the "ultra-left line" in the Hai-

Lu-feng revolution. By January 1928, according to Communist

statistics, 1,686 people had been executed as “reactionary

elements”, and 1,580 houses had been burned to the

ground.110 Many people were killed in the most barbarous

ways, such as eye-ball-gouging and heart-gouging.

A crucial question ought to be raised here. That is,

was the unleashing of such savagery really "advantageous" to

the Communists or not. Many contemporary Communist documents

show that most of the peasants were loath to do things like

that. “Except for those comrades and peasants who are very

brave and conscientious, all the ordinary peasants think of

themselves as "good people" who are not supposed to do

things like that,“ a Communist document admitted. "Seeing us

treat the reactionaries in such a way, some comrades worry

'bhat the reactionaries would treat them back in the same

sway. So they dare not work actively...Some peasants in

Isufeng reject following us by saying ‘don’t be too fierce

and tough, the peasant union is doomed’ , because they have

seen us raising money, murdering people and burning down

houses so fiercely."111
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The most extreme instance showing the peasants’

reluctance happened in a district in the southeast part of

Lufeng. A leader of a peasant union at the township level

was ordered to pick up and kill several persons in his own

village. He said nothing at the meeting where the order was

given. But when he came home, he tried unsuccessfully

several times to commit suicide. When asked why, he

answered: the Communists want me to kill several villagers.

I would rather die than do 50.112 His words made the whole

village united and they resisted the order of the

Communists. The villagers as a whole became hostile to the

peasant union.

But why did a small number of peasants like killing and

burning? Who were these peasants? An investigation into the

issue of where and why some areas suffered the bulk of the

atrocities can give us at least a partial answer.

Large-scale, indiscriminate slaughter and arson mostly

happened to those so-called “reactionary villages and

towns". (fandgng_xiangghun 72gfij4%filj) What is noticeable is

that all of these "reactionary villages and towns " were

characterized by two things: first, they were all single-

clan-occupied or dominated; second, these clans had the

largest population in the marketing systems centered on

market towns. For example, one of the "reactionary towns” of

which the eastern part was almost entirely destroyed by fire

was Meilong. This destroyed part was exclusively occupied

by the Lin clan with a population of about 3,000, while the
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western part of the town was occupied by a multi-surname

population. The Lin clan owned the bulk of the stores in the

town. Besides, among the three-hundred-odd villages in the

Meilong district (at that time, Haifeng county was divided

into nine administrative districts basically in accordance

with marketing systems,) more than half rented land from the

Lin. The Lin clan had enjoyed the prestige of being a wangzu

( ég"%§; , distinguished family) since it immigrated into

Haifeng from Denghai county (a county about 300 kilometers

away to the east of Haifeng) in the early Qing Dynasty, and

had been at odds with clans surrounding it since.113

Another "reactionary village" which was burned to the

ground in the Gongping district was occupied by people who

all belonged to the Dai surname. Dai was the largest clan in

the Gongping district centered on the market town of

Gongping. Unlike the Lin, the Dai was not a ganggu in the

district. Most of its members were poor peasants.114

Still another "reactionary town" in which slaughter and

arson were committed by the Communist-instigated peasants

was Jiesheng, a walled coastal town in the southern part of

Haifeng county, about thirty miles away from the county

seat. Its residents, most of them of the He surname, lived

off fishing and salt-making industry, having a better life

than people in the surrounding area, who lived off farming

in poor sandy fields. The residents of the town and

surrounding peasants had long opposed each other. In early

November 1927, Peng Pai ordered the armed peasants to attack
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the town. Under the leadership of a gentry named He Xunyi,

who was a juren (%§7k\) in the Qing dynasty, and a graduate

of the Guangdong College of Politics and Law (f 33; )fi 1%???

), the whole town united and held fast to their birth place

in the face of the attack from the armed peasants for more

than two weeks, and the battle became a stalemate. Peng Pai

had to send his regular Red Army on the 19th to finally

capture the town. About five hundred residents, most of them

surnamed He, were massacred after the fall of the town, and

the whole town was burned to the ground.115 In other cases

of "reactionary villages and towns", such as the town of

Jieshi in Lufeng, city-countryside antagonism and clan

struggle as gradients in the atrocities were also

evident.116

Flag struggles were also important factors. Qingkeng was

a typical district where the number of people executed as

"reactionaries“ by the peasants was extremly high. (Only

Jiesheng district had more.) The district was a historically

famous place for Flag and clan struggles. There were five

major clans in the district---the Yu, the Lin, the Zheng,

the Liu and the Wang. The first two belonged to the Black

Flag and the rest to the Red. In the summer of 1910, a heavy

fight broke out between the Yu and the Wang. The war lasted

'for more than one month, killing more twenty people. In the

laeaviest battle, more than two thousand people were

involved.117 In early 1928, Shagang village, which was

exclusively occupied by the Zheng clan, was besieged by
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armed peasants from surrounding areas.. The Communists

cheered the event as a deed of revolutionary peasants.118

But in fact whether those killings and fights happening in

the district were carried out in the context of Communist

revolution or in that of the traditional clan and Flag feuds

is an unanswered question.

Some Communist documents provide firm evidence for clan

feud as an ingredient in "revolutionary struggle“. For

example, a document reveals that the Peng surname and the

Luo surname in Hetien district in Lufeng had fought bloodily

against each other before the peasant movement. During the

Soviet period, since the Luo had close ties with the

Nationalists, the Peng were easily won over by the

Communists. More than one thousand armed peasants from the

Peng surname came out to help the Communists in fighting the

Luo and the Nationalists.119

Therefore, it can be concluded that beside the

instigation of ’the Communists, instead of "class

consciousness", what fueled the blaze of killing and burning

were the feuds built up in historical confrontations between

city and rural areas, clans, the Flags, and possibly,

personal or family hatreds caused by other reasons. All of

these feuds and hatreds found ways to vent themselves under

the name of so-called Communist revolution. Forty years

later, such pseudo-revolutionary characteristics were also

featured in the Great Cultural Revolution , which is not a

subject to be discussed here.
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Unfortunately, the Communists saw the peasants’

reluctance to follow as a sign of the inadequacy of their

”propaganda work", and intensified their press of terrorism.

The most important means taken by the Communists in Hai-

Lu-feng to mobilize the peasants was, of course, land

redistribution. Peng Pai overtly used it as an incentive for

the peasants to join the revolution by putting a policy of

"no revolution, no land" as the sacred criterion for land

re-distribution.

This policy was firmly carried out in the campaign of

land- redistribution in Haifeng. To be “revolutionary“ meant

doing every thing the Communists asked one to do, including

participating in mass gatherings of various sorts organized

by the Communists, ferreting out "anti-revolutionary

elements", joining peasant Red Guards, etc. A Communist

document confessed that in some parts of the county, the

Communists demanded that peasants must hand in

”reactionaries" before they could get their land re-

distributed. As a result, some peasants had to hand in their

elderly fathers who had been considered by the Communists as

“reactionaries“. A “reactionary" must be executed. But if a

family would not sacrifice its old man, the whole family

would starve because they had no fields to farm.130

Thus the “red terror“ overtly advocated by Peng Pai had

not only its effect on landlords and old gentry, but also

played a key role in controlling the peasants for whose

interests Peng Pai claimed the Party and the Soviet were
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struggling. Red terror was "one of the factors“ explaining

why peasants were so "enthusiastic“ to attend each mass

rally. “Because if one does not attend, one could be

regarded as a reactionary, and will probably be executed at

any moment“, a contemporary Communist document admitted.121

Another problem in land re-distribution was Peng Pai’s

idea of destroying all the Lianbg (I? :9 field boundaries),

which were earth ridges built between plots of land. Mainly

they had two functions: technical and social. Technically

they made irrigation and farming possible in a small-

agriculture system; socially they were the boundary marks of

private property. But in Peng Pai’s eyes, they were nothing

but symbols of landlord’s ownership of land, "invented" by

the landlords for the purpose of exploiting the peasants. He

did not know that peasants saw it in a different way, and so

ordered against the peasants’ will that all the tiaghg must

be destroyed.

Destroying tianbg__thus became one of the major tasks for

the Soviet and the peasant union at each level. The order

met strong resistance from the peasants. The Chairman of the

Peasant Union of Chishan Xu§_ was arrested and jailed by the

district (9; Z2 ) Soviet at the end of 1927. The accusation:

refusing to carry out the order. In fact, he led peasants to

the field and asked them to destroy tiapbg, but no one

moved. The peasants asked "how can we farm the field after

tianhg are destroyed?" The chairman thought that his men’s

words were right, and reported the matter to the higher
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authorities, and thus brought on his own arrest.122 A

report from the Haifeng committee of the CCP to its

provincial committee in January 1928 admitted that most of

the peasants still did not understand the “significance of

destroying tignbg". Only when they were urged by the peasant

union would they do the work even perfunctorily.123 Seeing

the reluctance of the peasants to carry out his order, Peng

later revised his demand into “destroy those Lianhg which

are useless in farming".124 But his old policy had already

done the land re-distribution more harm than good.

Yet the most serious flaw, which almost offset the

positive effect the land re-distribution could have had in

mobilizing the peasants, was the policy about the

distribution of output of the fields re-distributed to the

peasants. The CCP East River Special Committee (the ERSC)

ordered that only fifty percent of the output from a field

re-distributed to a peasant could belong to the peasants. Of

the other half, forty percent should be surrendered to the

lug peasant union, twenty to the district union, and forty

to the ERSC. This meant that the peasants could get nothing

more than they did before the land re-distribution, if not

even less. (Usually the rate of rent in Hai-Lu-feng was

forty to fifty percent.) For the peasants, the acquisition

of fields thus became something nominal. Even under the Red

Terror, some peasants dared to complain that the Party

collected rent in the way landlords did.125

Besides, the Communists stipulated that a party member
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could get two times the quantity of fields that an ordinary

peasant did. Maybe Peng Pai thought that by so doing he

could attract more people to join the Party. But he did not

realize that “equality“ had long been the highest goal for

peasant rebellions in Chinese history. “Mind only inequality

but not scarcity“ (3%:th 7% 7% g ), as the Chinese saying

goes, was one of the aspects of the "Chinese peasant

mentality". The double standard in land re-distribution

helped to alienate the Party from the peasants but not the

other way round. The peasants complained about the double

standard sarcastically that the Communist members were

"double-built persons" ( XX.}§+ ).128

All of the measures mentioned above can be viewed as

efforts made by Peng Pai to mobilize the peasants. Maybe

those measures were the best he could find. Unfortunately

they only made the peasants isolate themselVes from the CCP.

In the eyes of the peasants, the Soviet was not as good for

them as the peasant union had been. They would choose the

peasant union over the Soviet nostalgically if they got a

chance to do so. In early 1928, the CCP provincial committee

of Guangdong once instructed that peasant unions at each

level be abolished and Soviets be installed in their place,

on the assumption that the role of the peasants could be

taken over by the Soviet. However, the Communists in Haifeng

found that most of the peasants were opposed to the idea.127

Therefore, with the "peasant movement" in Hai-Lu-feng

becoming more and more politicized, alienation and
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contradictions between the Communist elites and the peasants

developed. Peng and his colleagues became more and more

concerned with the problem of keeping the peasants aligned

with the political program of the Party. Ill omens of losing

the control of the peasants were frequently noted in the

Communist documents. The peasants, they found, seemed to

join insurrections only for the purpose of looting. When the

Red Army was attacking a town named Jieshi in Lufeng in

November 1927, thousands of peasants showed up with large

sacks in their hands waiting for a chance to loot. At first

the Communists thought they had come to help in fighting

the "reactionaries". But then they found that ”it was easier

to ask them to die than to ask them to help with carrying

the wounded or to act as guides“.128 The soldiers of the

PSA were said to behave better than those peasants. When

they entered a new place, they would "kill first, then loot,

and then burn houses.”29 In January 1928, a "Peasant

Congress of the East River" was held in Haifeng. Seventy-

nine peasant representatives from seven counties attended

the meeting. However, they were always late for every

meeting on each day. They chatted and dozed off when

attending a report or discussion, paying no attention to the

proceedings of the Congress. Peng and other Communist

leaders gave speeches personally to the Congress . But this

could not change the indifference of the peasants. The

Congress ended without any achievement.13°

What seemed more worrying to the communist elites was
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the undependability of armed peasants. During the Soviet

period, beyond the regular troop---the WPRA---the Communists

in Hai-Lu-feng had three levels of peasant armed forces: the

PSA, which as we mentioned before was reorganized as the

Fifth Regiment of the Second Division of the Worker and

Peasant’s Revolutionary Army; the Red Guard, which was

equipped much worse than the PSA; and the Spear Corps (the

jianghu§n_dui ), which was loosely organized and equipped

with nothing but spears. In fact no training had ever been

given to the last category. The soldiers of the last two

categories, the Communists found, “like to get rich each

time when they are carrying out a task. Rarely can a brave

and skillful soldier in battle be found".131 In early 1928,

the Fifth Regiment had to be dismissed because ninety

percent of its soldiers had deserted.

This left the WPRA as the only armed force upon which

the Communists could count. It was composed of two

divisions---the Second Division derived from the remnants of

the Nanchang Mutiny, and the Fourth Division derived from

the remnant of Guangzhou Uprising in December 1927. The two

"divisions" together in early 1928 had about two thousand

persons, but among them fewer than one thousand were combat

soldiers.132

But the WPRA also had its serious problems. Among them

the most prominent one was that no native peasants were

willing to join it. Consequently, recruitment was

impossible for it and its men kept decreasing with the
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passage of time. Besides, the communists were at their wit’s

end to find sources of money to keep the soldiers paid and

ammunition replaced. By the end of 1927, the soldiers had

merely tens of cartridges on average.133

Having so many problems, the Communists sensed how

fragile the regime was. Behind their militant and confident

rhetoric (such as: "the strength of the masses is strong

enough to subdue all the reactionaries,‘ and "we invite the

enemy to come"), what the Communists---included Peng Pai

himself---really had deep in their hearts was fear and

diffidence. The so called "Twenty-eight incident“ (Swhu34f

) was a vivid evidence of that. On the morning of December

28, 1927, the CCP Committee of the East River in the county

seat of Haifeng received an unconfirmed report that an enemy

troop six hundred strong had reached Hetian, a market town

in a neighboring county, about a two day’s journey (on foot)

away from the county seat of Haifeng. All organizations and

personnel of the Party and the Soviet government were thrown

into great panic immediately. Many organizations declared

their dissolution. Officials and staffs of the CCP county

committee, the Soviet government, the County Peasant Union,

and the County Worker’s Union, vied with each other in

fleeing the town, leaving behind equipment and official

documents. The PSA and Red Guard units "either fled or

dispersed“. Many party members refused to obey orders.

"Everything was done in a mood of horror". By the evening,

the county seat was entirely abandoned by the Communists
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while many residents also fled, making it a dead town.134

Several days later, the information about the enemy’s

arrival proved to be false. The Communists began to show up

in the town again. But “the prestige of the Party“ had been

seriously damaged. A Communist document lamented that the

“Twenty-eight Incident" was a proof indicating that "our

party’s capability of leading the masses was not increasing

daily, but weakening daily. What a heavy loss it is!"135

However, what made the situation really hopeless to the

Communists was that the Communists were really at their

wit’s end to solve most of the problems they were facing.

The ERSC had no person who was capable' of conducting

military affairs. Therefore, the Red Army in the East River

area was, to use the words of a Communist document, not

well-organized“. Several times the Communists in Haifeng

asked their provincial committee to send some one who was

militarily talented, but received no response.138

The reason why the provincial committee did not send any

person with military talent to Hai-Lu-feng was not that such

a person could not be found. The committee had been

admonishing the Communists in Hai-Lu-feng not to “commit the

mistake of military opportunism". It was wrong to rely upon

the army in staging armed insurrections and struggle for

defending the Soviet, the provincial committee insisted. The

"masses" must be mobilized and be used as the main human

agent for the revolution.137

But for those who were really conducting the revolution
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in Hai-Lu-feng, they had lost their confidence in relying

upon the peasants. They realized that an armed force was

more vital than the "masses" to the survival of the Soviet.

But the real problem was that they also met great

difficulties in strengthening their military force. In

addition to those difficulties we have mentioned above, they

even could not find anyone who knew how to get the Red Guard

better organized and trained, although they realized that

training was critically important. As a result, during the

four months of the Soviet existence the Red Guard received

"no training at all“ and its soldiers were “absolutely

free" to do anything. In fighting it could not play a role

in supporting the regular Red Army. It is not an

overstatement to say that the Red Guard was nothing but a

decoration of the Communist revolution in Hai-Lu-feng.

Thus, almost all the things vital to the survival of the

Communist regime proved impossible to be done or done well.

But the Communists needed to do something, and it turned out

to be the pursuit of formalism and symbolism.

The number of "demonstrative mass rallies" (6:1;‘7’11 if;

6%) they could hold became a measure of their achievement in

their reports to the provincial party committee. From late

December of 1927 to mid-January of 1928, according to one of

those reports, “many" such rallies were held, including

rallies to ”celebrate the Guangzhou Insurrection", and to

"celebrate the Peasant Meeting of the East River". The

number of peasants attending these rallies ranged from ten
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thousand to five thousand".138 According to one source, the

expense of holding such meetings could be as high as four

thousand ygan each time.139 At contemporary prices this

amount of money was enough to buy food to feed a force

1,000 strong for 26 days.140

More ridiculously, even on the eve of the enemy’s

military offensive, the Communists seemed to have no other

method of resistence but to hold rallies. In January 1928,

when the Nationalist troops attacked the town of Gongping,

the Communists were having a mass rally there. When the

"armed masses" saw the enemy soldiers, they fled halter-

skelter. A similar story also happened in Daan, a Communist

dominated district in Lufeng country.141

Building a "red sea"---to paint as many things as

possible red---was another important task on the

Communists’ agenda. All the walls of the two county seats,

and some in other market towns in the counties, were painted

red. Large slogans, which the peasants could not read, were

written everywhere with red paint. Large amounts of money

were spent to hold rallies and to purchase red clothing from

Hong Kong so that red flags and red slogan posters could be

made, while the Communists had not enough money to feed the

Red Army. "The sky is covered by red flags“, "we have

changed the whole of Haifeng into a red county“, the

Communists cheered. Even on the eve of the general counter-

attack from the Nationalist troops, the ERSC took "hoisting

red flags everywhere as one of the tactics to resist the
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anticipated attack.”2

Evidently symbolism was used by the Communists to create

a semblance of victory, in the hope that by so doing the

peasants could be psychologically encouraged, and be

confident with the Soviet regime. However, without the show

of real strength, this was a futile effort. The “Twenty-

eight Incident" had been a proof. Therefore, the Communist

regime in the two counties was like a building on a base of

sand. It would easily collapse even in a gust. The force

that finally brought it to a ruin was something more than a

gust. It was a typhoon.

The two mutually hostile warlords---Li Jisheng and

Zhang Fakui---ended their war in February 1928, with a

solidification of Li’s political power in Guangdong

province. Now Li had the leisure to tend to the mess in Hai-

Lu-feng. He ordered his Eleventh division to march westward

from Shantou to Lufeng, and his Sixth division to march

eastward from Huizhou to Haifeng, while some forces were

deployed to block the northern border and the southern

coast of the two counties.

The Eleventh Division reached the territory of Lufeng on

26 February, and swept over the two countries in five days,

capturing all the major towns. Organized resistance was

staged by the Red Army, but it proved to be far from a match

for the warlord army, and suffered heavy losses. The

performance of the peasants was even more shameful for the

Communists. When the enemy troops rushed into the county
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seat of Haifeng, several hundred jignghu§n_ggi soldiers were

gathering in the Red Square. ( The Red Square in Haifeng was

an imitation of the one in Moscow, a symbol of the Communist

victory elaborated by Peng Pai.) Ignoring orders to move to

the front and dispersed in a hubbub, the peasants

complained that the Communists were sending them out to die.

All the Communist institutions fled in a hurry, leaving

documents and treasures behind as they had done in the

Twenty-eight incident.”3

Fighting broke out around Shanwei. The town was

occupied by Li’s troops without meeting any resistance on 2

March. On the next day Communists launched a counterattack

when they saw that the bulk of the occupying troops had

pulled out of the town. At first several thousand armed

peasants showed up in a gesture to help the Red Army. As

soon as the enemy began to charge, the peasants fled as fast

as they could.144 Several hundred Lufeng peasants came to

Haifeng with Li’s troops to kill and loot. As soon as

Haifeng was controlled by the Nationalists again, former

members of the peasant union turned themselves into mintuan

(E{[Z] , local militia) soldiers. It was said, according to

a Communist document, that at first these peasants told the

Communists that they had been forced to join and were still

loyal to the peasant union. But when they followed the

Nationalist troop to besiege and attack villages where the

Communists stayed, they found that it was lucrative to be a

mintuan and ”became more and more reactionary“.145
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It is evident that the revolutionary elite’s efforts

since the early 1920’s had brought little in-depth change to

traditional social relations and institutions in the

villages. It was admitted by the Communists that in the

southeastern part of Haifeng, "the revolutionary masses’

tendency to change sides“ was stronger than elsewhere,

because there "lineages and clans had a very strong role to

play". “After the arrival of the enemy, when a large clan or

a large village became reactionary, small villages had to

follow suit. Otherwise they would suffer a lot from the

large village. If someone in a strong clan or lineage became

reactionary, he would use the institution to call the

families in the lineage to unite themselves and struggle

against revolutionaries in other lineage. Therefore, usually

once a person became reactionary, the whole lineage followed

suit.“ Ironically, this was particularly the case in the

Qingkeng district, which had been set by the Communists as

an example for organizing peasant armed forces and re-

distributing land during the Soviet.“8

The phenomenon of changing sides also happened in many

parts of Lufeng. Chiefs of villages which had been

”revolutionary“ during the Soviet now led the whole villages

to "surrender to the enemy" and expelled from the village

persons who were still loyal to the Communists. While their

chiefs were doing this, "all the villagers would muddle

along. They do not care whether there is a red flag or a

white flag“. "Unless we can train them for an extended
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period, this segment of the masses are by no means our men!"

the county committee of Lufeng lamented in its report.147

In early April, Li’s Sixth division arrived at Haifeng

too. The situation became more hopeless to the Communists.

But the CCP provincial committee continued to call for

counter-attack and armed insurrection in Hai-Lu-feng and

their neighboring counties. It asserted that the recent

failure of the Soviet was “absolutely not because of the

strength of the enemy, but the cowardliness of the ERSC."M8

The Communists in that region had to follow the instructions

of their superiors. But this time peasants were no longer

willing to move. The remnant Red Army had to act without a

co-star, even nominally. Unfortunately each military action

it took turned out to be suicidal. By October, the two

"divisions“ of the WPRA had only several hundred men left,

most of whom were wounded or sick. They became more a

burden than a useful force for the Communists, "now, for all

the red armies, the only way to obtain supplies is to steal

sweet potato from the peasants at night. The army units

could not simply be disbanded, because for those non-native

soldiers, "they have no home to go to." With the agreement

of the provincial committee, an arrangement was made to help

all the soldiers of the Red Army to go to Hong Kong. This

project was carried out during the following months. The way

it was carried out was that "after propagandizing and

explaining to them,“ the Communists brought them to the

highways in Huizhou or Danshui, then "let them run their
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course“.149 The tide of the "Communist peasant movement" in

Hai-Lu-feng was gone forever.
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Conclusion

The history of the peasant movement in Haifeng, as we

have seen, was not a history which can be characterized with

one single conception such as “Communist“ or "revolution“.

Three phases can be identified in the whole process of the

movement from 1922 to 1928: from the middle of 1922 to late

1923 was the first phase, from early 1924 to early 1927 the

second, and from the middle of 1927 to April 1928 the last.

Each phase had its own characteristics.

It is an oversimplification to regard the first as a

Communist movement. None of the leaders of the peasant

movement in this stage was a member of the CCP, though some

of them like Peng Pai were Communist-influenced. More

importantly, the programs of the peasant union and their

implementation were basically so moderate that they were

even tolerable to the landlord class and the county

authorities. Judging from the undertakings of the peasant

union, the movement in this stage was more a social reform

movement than anything else.

The second phase of the movement can hardly be regarded

as a Communist movement either. Although during that period

the leadership of the peasant union and the peasant army was

in the hands of the Communists, owing to their alliance with

the Nationalists, the Communists had to restrain their

desire to carry out a radical Communist revolutionary

program. The peasant union and the peasant army served
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basically the political program of the GMD. The most radical

step the Communists could take was still rent reduction. If

we can say that there was a revolution going on in Haifeng

at that time, it was a Nationalist one, not a Communist one.

Only the third stage of the movement can be viewed as a

Communist movement. However, while its characteristics of a

”Communist movement” became prominent, the characteristics

of a "peasant movement" were fading: if the peasants joined

the movement in the first phase voluntarily and

enthusiastically, in the last phase they were coerced into

the movement passively and reluctantly.

The peasants’ detachment from the movement was rooted in

the discrepancy between the Communist elites’ politics and

the interests of the peasants. In Marks’ view, the invasion

of imperialism had changed the social structure in Haifeng

to a "modern" one. The changed social structure accordingly

changed the form of peasant collective action, and therefore

the peasants participated in a modern revolution.150 The

facts we have seen, however, do not support this argument.

Our review of the origin of the movement has shown that the

"peasant movement“ was virtually an extension and

transmutation of an urban intellectual movement. There was

no sign showing that the peasants were on the verge of

rebellion. What Peng Pai finally used to make the peasants

move at the beginning of the movement was not any modern

revolutionary ideology but real economic and social

benefits, which could be secured within the old social
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structure, and almost without risking anything. During the

second phase, the biggest attraction to the peasant, as in

the first phase, was still rent reduction, which was not a

"modern" concept but a traditional desire of the peasants.

Beginning from the second phase, political programs of

modern revolutions did become salient aspects of the

movement. To keep the peasants’ enthusiasm in joining the

modern revolution, the Communist had to find something which

could probably combine the modern revolutionary ideology and

the traditional mentality of the peasantry. The best thing

they could find was land re-distribution, which had in fact

been performed in Chinese ancient peasant rebellions, though

in different forms. However, the overt emphasis on using

land re-distribution as leverage to secure peasants’

participation in the Communist revolution, the misconduct in

the new rent policy, and the ultra-left policies, detracted

from the effectiveness of land re-distribution as a means to

mobilize the peasants.

Having failed to find an effective economic incentive to

keep the peasants’ enthusiasm in a political revolution, the

Communists had to rely on administrative authority to coerce

the masses into participation. This was possible during the

second phase and especially in the Soviet period, because in

these periods the Communists were the power holders. Yet to

transform political power into mass action needed

organization as a channel. Therefore, the Soviets and

peasant unions at each level, and the Red Guards, etc., were
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organized and used by the Communists as tools to exert their

power, thus changing the nature of those organizations: they

were no longer peasants’ "own“ organizations for their

social and economic benefits. They had become, in a sense,

"official“ organizations of a political regime, or in other

words, parts of the governmental apparatus to govern the

people. In light of this development, if we can say that the

emergence of the peasant union in the first phase marked a

"peasant movement", it is wrong for us to regard what

happened in the second phase and especially in the third

phase as a "peasant movement", just as we cannot say that

the peasant Red Guards in Jiangxi in the early 19305 and the

land reform movement in the early 19505 were signs of

“peasant movements".

The role of peasant unions and other mass organizations

as tools to serve the Communist revolution was highly

limited. Although the peasant unions and the Red Guards

could help in organizing the peasants to attend massive

gatherings, they could not even carry out the orders from

the CCP such as destroying the tignhg. More significantly,

these organizations were impotent in military struggle,

which was the lifeline of the Communist revolution after

1927.

This leads us to the question of why the Communist

revolution in Hai-Lu-feng failed once and for all. Peng Pai

went to the villages with the hope that the peasants could

be the agents he needed for staging a social revolution. But
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he soon found the peasants indifferent to political ‘

ideology. To mobilize them he had to suppress his political

program. However, since the movement in Haifeng was taken

over by the CCP after 1924, compromising the political goals

of the Communists and the interests of the peasants became

much more difficult. As a result, the discrepancy between

the two expanded. While the Communist revolutionary program

was pushing ahead, the peasants were withdrawing from the

movement. The gap between the Communist revolutionary goals

and the peasants’ interests became so wide that in early

1928, while the peasants were reluctant to fight even for

other villages, the CCP was demanding that they "pledge to

fight to the death in defending the Soviet“, and to "defend

the Soviet Union with arms“ (Kgfiifl fififi ).

The whole process of the movement in Haifeng can be

viewed from another angle. Before 1924, it was basically a

peaceful, legal movement. After April 1927, the Communist

movement in Haifeng was characterised by military struggle.

Peasants’ organizations proved not to be useful to win

military struggle against the powerful Nationalist regular

army. The only solution to the problem was to build a

professional Red Army. Owing to all kinds of factors,

however, this never materialized. Therefore, Peng Pai

created a tumultuous movement, but later found no agent to

maintain and continue it. By that point, the life of the

Communist revolution in Hai-Lu-feng had already ended,

although the GMD troops were not ready to move to the two
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counties.

The case of "peasant movement“ in Hai-Lu-feng challenges

the preconception that the Chinese peasants supported the

Communist revolution, and that this support was the main

reason for the Communist success in China. What we have seen

in Hai—Lu-feng is the discrepancy, rather than the harmony,

between Communist revolutionary goals and the interests of

the peasants. Peasants’ support of the Communist movement

was highly conditional and limited---they would participate

in the movement voluntarily only when they decided that the

participation was good for their practical, short-run

personal benefits. Communist ideology, and the political

programs of the CCP, were far from peasants’ concerns.

The study we have made above also provides insight into

the question of how the CCP mobilized the peasants. The role

of the CCP leadership and organization should not be

overemphasized. In the period from 1922 to 1923, without the

organization of the party, Peng Pai and a few of his

intellectual followers could mobilize hundreds of thousands

of peasants to join a social movement. By contrast, during

the period from 1927 to 1928, Peng and his followers found

that it was difficult to keep the peasants in compliance,

although by that time the leadership of the CCP was given to

the movement, and many organizations, such as the Soviets

and the Red Guards, were established.

Finally, the case of Hai-Lu-feng indicates that the

Communist revolution in China was after all an affair of
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war, a rivalry of military strength. For a social revolution

characterized by military struggle, conservative, personal-

interest-oriented peasants were not the right agents to

carry it out. The history of Communist revolution in Hai-Lu-

feng indicates that a professional armed force instead of

the "masses of the peasants" was the crucial pillar of the

existance and expansion of the Communist movement.
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CCP East River Special Committee in 1927. Executed by the
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